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Ms. Ronna CHAO
Chief Executive O!cer 

็ణঀॊ
ᤈ

Dear Friends of Bai Xian,

It is hard to believe that Bai Xian Asia Institute 
(BXAI) has already embarked on its fifth year of 
operations.  I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank you for your continued support of BXAI and 
for sharing our vision of a prosperous, sustainable, 
and harmonious modern Asia.  

As I look back on 2018, I realize that the Institute’s 
mission to promote peace and mutual understanding 
through cross-cultural education has never been 
more relevant and vital as it is today, in a world 
that seems increasingly marred by intolerance, 
divisiveness, and conflict.  The ever-changing global 
landscape demands a new generation of leaders 
that looks beyond borders and recognizes the 
importance of diversity and community.  By building 
bridges across cultures, BXAI strives to cultivate 
innovators, thought leaders, and influencers who are 
committed to advancing regional collaboration and 
amity among the nations of Asia and the world.

ᤈੀ

Message 
from 
the CEO

One of our key goals for 2019 is to focus our 
resources to achieve more targeted results, which 
we plan to bring about by streamlining the Asian 
Future Leaders Scholarship Program (AFLSP). 
We also hope to continue deepening engagement 
within our community and I believe we are o" to a 
great start with the establishment of the Bai Xian 
Alumni Association last year, which has already 
hosted various events in cities across Asia thanks to 
our many proactive alumni who took the initiative to 
organize. It is very encouraging to see how the Bai 
Xian community has grown to become a safe yet 
diverse space that promotes human connections 
and intercultural learning opportunities.

Other notable achievements of 2018 include:
• Over 80 scholarships were granted to the AFLSP’s 

fifth cohort of students
• Successful completion of the fourth annual BXAI 

Summer Program at the Yenching Academy of 
Peking University

• Conclusion of the second Bai Xian Alumni Initiative 
Award (AIA) with Fairshare crowned the winning 
team

I invite you to read through the rest of this report 
to learn more about these achievements and our 
programs.  You will also find inspiring stories from 
our scholars and alumni, as well as a sneak peek of 
what’s to come for 2019.

Once again, thank you for being a part of the Bai 
Xian family.  Your support and friendship help 
advance our mission and fuel the growth of the 
AFLSP and for that I am extremely grateful.  Let us 
take advantage of the positive momentum we have 
achieved over the past four years and continue to 
invest in the future of Asia through intercultural 
exchange and education.

Yours sincerely,

Ronna Chao
Chief Executive O!cer, Bai Xian Asia Institute

ਜ਼සጱጯᨲԏғ

፲ᳵጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺҁᓌᑍ̿Ꮈᑪᴺ̀҂ইՔ૪
ᬧفᒫԲӻଙ१̶౯మྌտఽᨀ֖ݱᎸᑪᴺ
Ӟই෬ஃጱඪ೮҅ఽᨀय़ਹᦊݶ౯ժᛘێԭӞӻᔺ
ឍ̵ݢ೮ᖅ̵᧯ጱሿդԵၖጱౄว̶

ࢯ٫ᑱ෭Ⴙړᬯӻᤩӧ̵਼ࣁḒ����ଙ҅ࢧ
ಟጱӮኴ҅Ꮈᑪᴺಅᐽ೮ጱ᭗ᬦ۸රᙙᬰ
ଘӨፘቘᥴጱֵྲզஃձ֜ײ᮷ๅٍԎӨ
᯿ᥝ̶ӧෙ۸ݒጱقቖ໒ੴᥝෛӞդᶾᤥන፲
ᴬ҅ᦩکग़۸زᗭ֛ጱ᯿ᥝ̶᭗ᬦୌᒈ
۸҅ᎸᑪᴺபࣁङِᛘێԭᬰԵၖӮኴݱ
ෛՈॊ̵మᶾڠᔮጱىঅ֢݊ݳऒ܄ԏᳵጱ
ᤥڊդᤒ̶

����ଙ౯ժጱӞӻ᯿ᥝፓຽฎᵞӾᔜݐێๅٍᰒ
ጱ౮ຎ҅ଚᦇښ᭗ᬦԵၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښҁᓌ
ᑍ̿ॹᰂᦇ̀ښ҂ਫሿᬯӻፓຽ̶ྌक़҅౯ժᬮ
๕ᬰӞྍے୩ጯᨲ౮ާԏᳵጱ̶݄ۖଙ౯ժ౮ᒈԧ
ጯᨲտ҅ࣁռग़ጱᑌຄᕟᕢӥࣁԵၖݱउ૱
౮ۑԈېԧग़ၚۖ҅ᬯฎӞӻஉঅጱᒒ̶፡کጯ
ᨲᐒᗭݎ౮ԅӞӻᬰՈᴬىᔮ۸ԟ
տጱਞ̵قग़زᑮᳵ҅౯ժႮݑἩᛩ̶

����ଙ౯ժᬮݐԧٌ՜᯿य़౮ຎғ
Ŏ���᩻ᬦݷ��ኞ឴ᒫԲॹᰂᦇښጱᩒۗ
Ŏ۹ࣁ���Ղय़ᆱՂझ౮ۑԈېᒫࢥጯᨲԵၖ
���า๗ս۸᧞ᑕ
Ŏ���ᒫԫጯᨲ$OXPQL�,QLWLDWLYH�$ZDUG�$,$�౮ۑ
���Ԉ҅ېॹᶱദԨ឴ᙯᴚշ)DLUVKDUH�

౯ᦻᮀᴅଙಸጱٌ֟ᒍᜓ҅ԧᥴๅग़ىԭᬯԶ
౮ຎ݊Ꮈᑪᴺᶱፓጱמ௳̶ଙಸӾᬮํᛔጯᨲᘏ
����ἩᛩՈஞጱඳԪ҅զ݊ଙጱၚۖᶼ̶ޞ

ེٚఽᨀय़ਹ౮ԅጯᨲय़ਹꁿጱӞާ̶ฎ֦ժጱඪ೮
ݎӧෙښᤈ҅ᦏॹᰂᦇڹଆۗ౯ժᙒᨮֵ᧩
҅ྌ౯ӧᙯఽᄶ̶ᬦ݄ࢥଙӾ౯ժݐԧᦜग़౮
ᖂ҅ᦏ౯ժٚളٚܳ҅ᖀᖅ᭗ᬦ۸ԻၞӨරᙙԅ
Եၖጱ๚̶ۗێ�

็ణ
ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺᤈ



Mr. Ronald K.Y. CHAO
Honorary Chairman

ኞضٌ᳑็
ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺݷቘԪᳩ
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Bai Xian Asia Institute (BXAI) believes that cross-
cultural education is the key to a harmonious 
world built on mutual understanding, respect, and 
equality.

Through education programs that empower and 
inspire scholars in di"erent Asian countries and 
regions, BXAI seeks to strengthen relationships 
between the people of Asia, support partnerships 
between East Asian academic institutions, and 
cultivate a sense of community and mutual 
understanding within a changing global landscape.

Our Asian Future Leaders Scholarship Program 
(AFLSP) provides scholarships for students from 
Asia to study abroad at any of our Anchor or 
Participating Universities, and our annual BXAI 
Summer Program brings together current AFLSP 
students for an enriching experience over the 
summer that includes lectures, discussions, study 
trips, and group research.  The Bai Xian Alumni 
Initiative Award (AIA) encourages Bai Xian Alumni 
to work together in teams to produce socially 
responsible action plans that address critical issues 
in Asia, while the Bai Xian Alumni Association aims 
to deepen engagement within our growing alumni 
community through networking and educational 
events.

ԭ౯ժى
About US

By creating intercultural opportunities for young 
scholars in Asia to learn from and engage with 
one another, BXAI’s ultimate goal is to bring up 
innovators, thought leaders, and influencers who 
embrace diversity and are committed to promoting 
peace, regional collaboration, and harmony in Asia 
and beyond.

OUR VISION AND MISSION
BXAI’s vision is to become Asia’s preeminent 
educational platform that paves the way towards a 
prosperous, sustainable, and conflict-free modern 
Asia.  By building bridges across cultures, BXAI 
seeks to develop a new generation of leaders 
through scholarship and education programs that 
create opportunities for intercultural exchange and 
learning.

ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺҁᓌᑍ̿Ꮈᑪᴺ̀҂ፘמ۸ර
ᙙฎୌᒈӞӻፘቘᥴ̵ਜ਼᯿ଘᒵጱ᧯Ӯኴጱ
Ძ̶ى

Ꮈᑪᴺݎࣁ۸රᙙ҅զ̵ݎސᄶۜԵၖӧ
ጱኞ̶Ꮈᑪᴺ๕ीᬰԵၖՈ࿆ԏ܄ਹݶ
ᳵጱىᔮ҅ඪ೮य़ԏᳵጱ֢ݳԻၞ҅ଚࣁ᎖௳ӡ
ྌጱஂቖ໒ੴӥङِ՜ժᐒᗭጱ୭ંఽقጱݒ
ቘᥴ̶

Եၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښҁᓌᑍ̿ॹᰂᦇ̀ښ҂
႗ፍ׀ᕳԵၖኞڹஃձ֜Ӟᳵ໐ஞ݇Өय़
੪ጱॹᰂ҅Ӟӻଙଶጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ̶ࣁ
ጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ᯾҅ಅํॹᰂᦇښጱଫኞ
ਖ਼֛ݶوḵ᧞झԟ̵ੜᕟᦎᦞ̵ԟᤈࢫ
֛᧣Ꮈᒵӿၚ̶ۖݶ҅ጯᨲ$OXPQL� ,QLWLDWLYH�
$ZDUG� �$,$�� Ἡۜጯᨲ൭ಋํڥԭᐒտጱ
ᤈۖᦇ҅ښզݶوᥴ٬୮ՔԵၖݱොᶎጱᦓ̶᷌ᘒ
ጯᨲտࣁ᭐ᬦᘶ᧩݊රᙙၚۖ҅Ⴎ۸ࣁ
෭Ⴙಘय़ጱᐒᗭӾጱԻၞ̶

᭗ᬦԅԵၖጱଙᘏ׀ፘԻၞԟጱ
տ҅Ꮈᑪᴺጱᕣຄፓຽฎङِڊ಼ग़ز۸̵ਯ
ಛଘቘஷ̵܄ऒ֢ݳզ݊ᬰԵၖ݊قቖݎ᧯
ጱڠෛՈॊ̵మᶾᤥڊդᤒ̶

౯ժጱౄวֵ

Ꮈᑪᴺᐽ೮ጱౄวฎ౮ԅӞӻവۖሿդԵၖᔺឍ
ਞਧጱ᩼ܓԵၖරᙙଘ̶ݣ᭗ᬦॹᰂᦇٌښ՜
රᙙᶱፓ҅Ꮈᑪᴺਖ਼׀۸Իၞԟտ҅
ୌᒈ۸ᳵဋ᭗ጱ҅ଚङِڊෛӞդᶾᤥ̶

౯ժጱ໐ஞհ꧊

ᎸᑪᴺጱԲय़໐ஞհ꧊ᶾ౯ժጱ٬ᒽᤈۖ҅ඪ
೮౯ժጱౄว҅Ӭᐽಥ౯ժጱ۸ғ
Ŏ���ᐒտଘᒵғ౯ժፘמᛔӧݶᙧวጱኞ᮷ᚆ឴
�����������������රᙙտ�
Ŏ���ᩳ᩼ܓݻғ౯ժഀݎ࠺ᶾێզവۖᐒտᄍᬰ
Ŏ���ፘਜ਼᯿ғ౯ժ಼قࢿቖᐒ܄ጱग़ز
Ŏ���հ꧊᭄ғ౯ժ᯿ᥤ̵्ྋፗ፥ᦻ�
Ŏ���ᑌຄ݇Өғ౯ժവۖՈᴬᴬԻၞଚഐܣଘ

OUR CORE VALUES
These five core values guide our decisions and 
actions, support our vision, and uphold our culture:
• Social Equality: we believe that all students  
 should have equal access to education and   
 opportunities, regardless of social standing.

• Excellence: we are committed to achieving   
 excellence in philanthropic leadership in our   
 mission to transform lives.

• Respect: we embrace and respect diversity in   
 both local and global communities.

• Value: we value honor, integrity, and truthfulness.

• Engagement: we engage people and nations in    
 active dialogue to uphold peace.
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Communication &
Development
Committee
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Find Out More 䄓ᗲ䄤࣯䬲�
https://www.bxai.org/who-we-are/our-organization/governance-structure/ 

Mr. Ronald K.Y. CHAO
Honorary Chairman, BXAI
Vice Chairman, Novel Holdings Limited

ኞضٌ᳑็
ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺݷቘԪᳩ�
ෛഴᙎᵞํࢫᴴۅݪل៰Ԫᳩ

Ꮈᑪᴺᓕလຝ

BXAI  
Governance  
Structure

7

BXAI People
ጯᨲࢫᴚ
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Mr. Yutaka ASO
Chairman, Aso Cement Company Limited 
Chairman, Kyushu Economic Federation

麻生泰先生
麻生水泥株式会社会长
九州经济联合会会长

Mr. Koji TANAMI
Attorney at Law, Hashidate Law Office

田波耕治先生
外立总合法律事务所律师

Mr. Mark SCHWARTZ
Senior Director, 
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

史华兹先生 
高盛集团董事

Mr. Silas K.F. CHOU 
President and CEO, Novel Holdings Limited 

曹其锋先生 
永新控股集团有限公司总裁

Mr. TUNG Chee Hwa, GBM
Vice Chairman, Thirteenth National Committee 
of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative 
Conference

董建华先生, 大紫荆勋贤
中国人民政治协商会议第十三届全国委员会副主席

Mr. Sakutaro TANINO
Former Ambassador to China and India
Advisor, Japan-China Friendship Centre
Visiting Professor, Showa Women’s University
(Faculty of International Humanities)

谷野作太郎先生
原駐華、駐印度大使
日中友好会馆顾问
昭和女子大学(国际学部) 客席教授

Mr. QIAO Zong Huai
Former Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs of the 
People's Republic of China
Former Deputy Vice Director of Xinhua  
News Agency (Hong Kong branch)

乔宗淮先生
外交部原副部长
新华社香港分社原副社长

Mr. Masayuki MATSUSHITA
Vice Chairman of the Board,  
Panasonic Corporation

松下正幸先生
松下电器产业株式会社副董事长

Mr. SHI Guangsheng
Former Minister of Foreign Trade and 
Economic Cooperation of the PRC 
Former Chairman, China Association of 
Enterprises with Foreign Investment

石广生先生 
原中国对外贸易经济合作部部长
中国外商投资企业协会原会长

BXAI People  
百贤团队

Advisory Council 
咨询委员会
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Ms. Ronna CHAO
Managing Director,  
Novel Investment Partners Limited
Chairman, Novetex Textiles Limited

ᰦᘍྤຠธ
ෛᩒಭᩒํᴴݪل៰Ԫᕪቘ
ὄᬡᕗᕢํᴴݪلԆଅ

Mr. MA Yung Kit
Chairman,  
Lee Heng Diamond Company Limited

侙බᲝٵ⩌
Ԇଅࢫ᱂Ꭺᵞيڥ

Professor John LEONG Chi-yan  
SBS, JP
Chairman, Hong Kong Hospital Authority 
President Emeritus, Open University of Hong Kong 
Professor Emeritus, University of Hong Kong

ᶮᮧϮ᪆ᢵ�4#4�+1
ḕ܅ᴺᓕቘੴԆଅ�
ḕلय़ឍջ໊ᳩ�
ḕय़ឍջරദ

Mrs. Yvette Yeh FUNG
Chair, The Yeh Family Philanthropy

ۜणЗ⯀ຠธ 
चᰂԆଅ࠺࿄ਹ෧ݨ

Mr. CHAO Kee Tung
ᰦٵ͉ڣ⩌
Managing Director,  
Novel Investment Holdings Limited

BXAI People  
⮫䉑ఏ䭌

Professor XU Kuangdi
Vice Chairman, Tenth National Committee  
of the Chinese People’s Political  
Consultative Conference 
Honorary Chairman of the Governing Board,
Chinese Academy of Engineering

ᒽࡎ䔗᪆ᢵ�
ᒫ܈قۅܐԆଅ
ӾૡᑕᴺԆଅݷࢫԆଅ̵ᴺॊ

Mr. Tadashi YANAI
Chairman, President and CEO,  
Fast Retailing Co., Ltd.

ᴠςₐٵ⩌�
Fast Retailing Co., Ltd.�Ԇଅ

Mr. Fumiaki WATARI 
Honorary Executive Consultant,
JXTG Holdings, Inc.

⍎᪴ᬻٵ⩌
-;7*ഴᙎ໌ୗտᐒឍಗᤈᶶᳯ

Mr. XIANG Huaicheng
Former Minister of Finance of China
Former Director, National Council for 
Social Security Fund
Director, China Development Institute 

䶦ᔭ䄇ٵ⩌
ਹᨰ᮱᮱ᳩܻ
ᵑचᰂቘԪտቘԪᳩכᐒտقܻ
ᖓݳݎᎸᑪᴺ�Ӿ̵Ⴎ��ቘԪᳩ�

Advisory Council 
ᧃާտߎ

Governing Board 
ቘԪտ
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Chair�ͨፚ
Ms. Ronna CHAO
Managing Director,  
Novel Investment Partners Limited
Chairman, Novetex Textiles Limited

ᰦᘍྤຠธ
ෛᩒಭᩒํᴴݪل៰Ԫᕪቘ
ὄᬡᕗᕢํᴴݪلԆଅ

Member�অ
Ms. Bing SONG
Vice President, Berggruen Institute
Co-director, Peking University Berggruen 
Research Center

Ⴘຠธ
ᴺᳩۅᎆᎸᑪᴺݘܗ
۹Ղय़ݘܗᎆᎸᑪӾஞᘶଅԆձ

Member�অ
Mr. Masaaki OGINO
Chairman, Fenix Group Holdings Limited

㢨䛻ₐᬻٵ⩌
ӣἎᵞํࢫᴴݪلԆଅ

Member�অ
Professor Takanori KITAMURA 
Adjunct Professor,  
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

 ᱾䮳݆᪆ᢵࡄ
ḕӾय़ّձරദ

Member�অ
Mrs. Yvette Yeh FUNG
Chair, The Yeh Family Philanthropy

ۜणЗ⯀ຠธ 
चᰂԆଅ࠺࿄ਹ෧ݨ

Member�অ
Ms. Jean SUNG
Head of The Philanthropy Centre, Asia, 
J.P. Morgan Private Bank

ႆ䲆⦫ຠธ
ർ໑य़᭗ᐺՈᱷᤈߎ࠺ᧃӾஞԵၖ܄Ԇᓕ

Mr. David T.Y. MONG
Chairman and Group CEO, Shun Hing Group
Chairman, Shun Hing Education and Charity Fund 

㧆ᓤយٵ⩌�
Ԇଅّᤈࢫᵞيמ
चᰂԆଅ࠺රᙙ݊يמ

BXAI People  
⮫䉑ఏ䭌

Mr. Masaaki OGINO 
Chairman, Fenix Group Holdings Limited

㢨䛻ₐᬻٵ⩌
ӣἎᵞํࢫᴴݪلԆଅ

Ms. Jean SUNG
Head of The Philanthropy Centre, Asia, 
J.P. Morgan Private Bank 

ႆ䲆⦫ຠธ
ർ໑य़᭗ᐺՈᱷᤈߎ࠺ᧃӾஞԵၖ܄Ԇᓕ

Mr. Shinichiro WATARI
Chairman, Cornes & Company Limited

⍎ѥ̭䗻ٵ⩌�
Cornes & Company Limited�Ԇଅ

Governing Board 
ቘԪտ

Executive Committee  
ಗᤈާտ
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BXAI People  
⮫䉑ఏ䭌

Member�অ
Mr. Shinichiro WATARI
Chairman, Cornes & Company Limited

⍎ѥ̭䗻ٵ⩌�
Cornes & Company Limited�Ԇଅ

Member�অ
Mr. William WONG
Chief Investment O!cer, 
Novel Investments Partners Limited 
and Bai Xian Education Foundation

叱䰴哆ٵ⩌
ෛᩒಭᩒํᴴ̵ݪلጯᨲරᙙचᰂտಭᩒ

Member�অ
Mr. Kazuma YAMAUCHI
ᆞ̭ڲ侙ٵ⩌
Founder CEO, KZM & Company Limited

Member�অ
Dr. Angelina YUEN, BBS, JP
Former Vice President,
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

䭛ᰫ࿈⥗ธ�BBS, JP
ᳩ໊ۅձḕቘૡय़ڹ

Member�অ
Dr. Angelina YUEN, BBS, JP
Former Vice President,
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

䭛ᰫ࿈⥗ธ�BBS, JP
ᳩ໊ۅձḕቘૡय़ڹ

Executive Committee 
ಗᤈާտ

President 䮏䪬
Professor Katsuichi UCHIDA
Senior Advisor and Professor Emeritus, 
Waseda University
Board Advisor, US-Japan Research Institute

�㘉̭᪆ᢵ⩝ڲ
圹ኦय़ᶶᳯ݊ឍջරദ
෭ᗦᎸᑪᴺᶶᳯ

Academic Committee  
ާտ
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Chair�ͨፚ
Mr. CHAO Kee Tung
ᰦٵ͉ڣ⩌
Managing Director,  
Novel Investment Holdings Limited

BXAI People  
⮫䉑ఏ䭌

Chair�ͨፚ
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Եၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښҁᓌᑍ̿ॹᰂᦇ̀ښ҂ྯଙ๋ग़ᩒۗݷ���սᐹጱԵၖኞڹஃӳԵ
ጱय़ኸ̶܄

ॹᰂᦇښᥟፍԧ�ӻउ૱و��ಅ֢ݳय़҅ඪ೮ኞධᑀ̵Ꮧॊ̵ܗॊᘏԻഘ᧞ᑕҁ᧞
ᑕࢩय़ᘒ҂҅ԅᶆଙᶾᤥڠ᭜۸ጱԻၞտ̶ྯ֖੪ጱጯᨲᘏྯଙ๋ग़឴ݢ���ӡ
ᗦᰂ҅ᘏᥟፍق᮱ଙጱ�ӡᗦᰂ҅አԭᗈᕑᩇ̵֘ਾᩇ෭ଉኞၚᲀ̶

ྌक़҅ጯᨲᘏᵱᥝ݇ےӞӻଙଶጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ̶ጯᨲᘏਖ਼Өᄍᦖݶ๗
ᘏํࣁ᪁ӿጱ᧞ᑕٖറᦎقቖ໐ஞᦓ᷌҅ଚ֛ḵ̵ᣟفԆ܄ېጱՈ࿎ࢱӾ̶ጯᨲ
ᬮਖ਼ے݇ᮀݑጯᨲ�$OXPQL� ,QLWLDWLYH�$ZDUG� �$,$�̶$,$ࣁἩۜऒ۸ጱࢫᴚݳ
֢҅Ӟݶᐒտᨱձᤈۖᦇ҅ښଚݶوᥴ٬ሿՔԵၖጱᐒ̵܄ሾहᕪၧᒵݱොᶎጱᵙ̶᷌

The Asian Future Leaders Scholarship Program (AFLSP) awards up to 105 scholarships to  
high-caliber students from Asia each year to study abroad at leading East Asian universities.

In its mission to create intercultural opportunities for the next generation of leaders, the 
AFLSP partners with 16 universities in nine cities, and supports scholars in their undergraduate, 
master’s, or doctoral degree studies or participation in exchange programs (program offerings 
vary by university). The scholarship offers each student up to US$25,000 per year or a 
total of US$50,000 for the duration of study, which may be used towards university tuition, 
accommodation costs, and personal living expenses.

Scholars also participate in the annual BXAI Summer Program, a fun and enriching experience 
where they have the unique opportunity to explore important global topics, engage with guest 
speakers and fellow scholars, and be inspired by the culture and people of the host country. 
Bai Xian Alumni are invited to take part in the Bai Xian Alumni Initiative Award, a program 
that encourages them to work together in teams across borders and cultures to develop 
socially responsible action plans that address critical challenges faced by Asia’s communities, 
environments, and economies today.

20 21

Asian Future Leaders 
Scholarship Program
Եၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښ
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Programs supported by the AFLSP at Anchor and Participating Universities include:

Եၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇࣁښ໐ஞय़Ө݇Өय़ඪ೮ጱ᧞ᑕ۱ೡғ

Hitotsubashi University ICS  MBA Program at the Graduate School of International  
Ӟय़ᴬմӱኼᎸᑪኞᴺ�� Corporate Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖ᶱፓ  

Kyoto University    All master’s and doctoral degree programs  
Ղ᮷य़� � ಅํᏗॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Peking University    Master’s degree in China Studies at the Yenching Academy
 ۹Ղय़� � ᆱՂझӾᏗॊᶱፓ

� � All undergraduate, master’s, and doctoral degree programs
  (Full-time Japanese students only)
� � ಅํॊ̵Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ��ق׀ݝ෭ګ෭ኞ�

The Hong Kong University of  All master’s and doctoral degree programs
Science and Technology  ಅํᏗॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ�
ḕᑀದय़

Waseda University   Undergraduate double degree programs at the School of  
ᑡኦय़�� � Political Science and Economics
� � လᕪၧᴺጱॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Zhejiang University  All master’s degree programs  
ၭय़� � ಅํᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Fudan University  All undergraduate, master’s, and doctoral degree programs
॔෮य़� � ಅํॊ̵Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Keio University  All undergraduate, master’s, and doctoral degree programs
ଣଫԎशय़� � ಅํॊ̵Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Kyushu University  All undergraduate, master’s, and doctoral degree programs
Ԝय़� � ಅํॊ̵Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Seoul National University All undergraduate, master’s, and doctoral degree programs
Ḓਫ਼ᒈय़� � ಅํॊ̵Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Shanghai Jiao Tong University All undergraduate, master’s, and doctoral degree programs
ӤၹԻ᭗य़� � ಅํॊ̵Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Taiwan University  All master’s and doctoral degree programs
�კय़ݣ � ಅํᏗॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

The Chinese University All taught master’s degree programs
of Hong Kong    ಅํദ᧞ୗᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ
詂Ӿय़

The University of Hong Kong All undergraduate degree programs
ḕय़� � ಅํॊ֖᧞ᑕ

The University of Tokyo Selected master’s degree programs
ӳՂय़� � ਧᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Tsinghua University  All undergraduate, master’s, and doctoral degree programs
Ⴔय़� � ಅํॊ̵Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ�� 

Anchor Universities
໐ஞय़

Participating Universities
݇Өय़

AFLSP Scholars By Intake And University
ܲଙጯᨲᘏ੪य़

2015  
Scholarship 
Awardees
2015႓䛾�
㣤㔲

2016  
Scholarship 
Awardees
2016႓䛾�
㣤㔲

2017  
Scholarship 
Awardees
2017႓䛾�
㣤㔲

2018  
Scholarship 
Awardees
2018႓䛾�
㣤㔲

Partner Institution
व҉႓ᵎ

2014  
Scholarship 
Awardees 
2014႓䛾�
㣤㔲

Anchor  
Universities
ᵥᓰ๔႓

7

9

15

9

14

Hitotsubashi University ICS
Ӟय़ᴬմӱኼᎸᑪኞᴺ

The Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology

ḕᑀದय़

Kyoto University
Ղ᮷य़

Peking University
۹Ղय़

Waseda University
ᑡኦय़

Zhejiang University
ၭय़

14 13 10 7

10

10

15

13

18

8 4 9

9 1 10

14 10 9

10 9 6

18 19 11

Participating 
Universities
࣯̻๔႓

Kyushu University
Ԝय़

3 1 2 -

1

1 5 2

Japanese Exchange Scholars 
෭Ի䟵ኞ

TOTAL
ᦇ 88 82 7894

7 9 11

1 1 1 1

5

-

1

2

2 3 1

1

1 1 -

- -

-

-

1

1 2 3

-

1 2 1

2 2

2

2 3

Japan
෭

Mainland 
China
Ӿय़檕

Hong Kong
ḕ

Fudan University 
॔෮य़

Shanghai Jiao 
Tong University
ӤၹԻ᭗य़

Tsinghua University
Ⴔय़

The Chinese University  
of Hong Kong
ḕӾय़

The University  
of  Hong Kong
ḕय़

Taiwan
კݣ

Taiwan University
კय़ݣ

54

Korea
ᶥ

The University of Tokyo
ӳՂय़

Seoul National  
University
Ḓਫ਼ᒈय़

Keio University
ଣଫԎशय़

Note 1   The AFLSP for the 2017-2018 academic year was suspended at HKUST
戢�   ḕᑀದय़ጱԵၖ๚ॹᰂᦇࣁښ���������ଙଶฮ؊Ӟଙ

Updated as of May, 2019
ᩒාๅෛᛗ����ଙ�์
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Mainland
China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Hong Kong
ḕ

Taiwan
კݣ

Japan
෭

Korea
ᶥ

Northeast and   
Southeast Asia  

countries�
ٌਙӳ۹Ե�
ӳܖԵਹ

24

6

48

19
23

34

57%  
Female

43%  
Male

Bachelor's degree
ॊ

2015 Scholarship Awardees
2015 ॹᰂ឴ॹᘏ

2016 Scholarship Awardees
2016 ॹᰂ឴ॹᘏ

2017 Scholarship Awardees
2017 ॹᰂ឴ॹᘏ

2018 Scholarship Awardees
2018 ॹᰂ឴ॹᘏ

Master's degree
Ꮧॊ

Doctoral degree
ॊܗ

The median age is 
ଙἻӾ֖හԅ

10 20 30

The most popular  
field of study is 

Business and  
Economics

17

2

5

24

4

26

Arts


Business and Economics
ࠟӱӨᕪၧ

Engineering
ૡᑕ

Law
�ဩ

Science 
ᛔᆐᑀ

Humanities and   
Social Sciences

Ոᔄᑀ݊ᐒտᑀ

Around 350 scholars from 25 Asian countries 
and territories have benefited from the AFLSP

ፓํوڹᛔ��ӻԵၖਹ܄ጱय़ᕅݷ���ኞ
឴Եၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښ

AFLSP Scholars 
By Intake And Territory

2018 Cohort Statistics 
(78 Scholars)

Ages of scholars range from 19 to 34
2018 ଙጱᘏଙἻړԅ19ᛗ34

⮫䉑႓㔲ᢛ
�����ଙጱ��֖ᘏ�

ጯᨲᘏ܄ऒړ

ࠟӱӨᕪၧ�
����������������ฎ๋ཻݑᬨጱᑀ

23

39

1

7

19
14 15

32

3

9

24

11

1518

5

10

27

10

13

23

6

8

24

12

5
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Meet Our  
Scholars
ጯᨲᘏᦢ᧨

Hideo NATSUME is an AFLSP and MIO Asian 
Scholar currently pursuing a postgraduate degree 
in public policy and management at Tsinghua 
University.  Having moved from Japan to China 
at an early age, he believes that his cross-cultural 
background allows him to be an effective bridge 
between the two nations.

Gaby CHAN is a Singaporean AFLSP Scholar 
currently pursuing a postgraduate degree in 
public administration at Zhejiang University.  Her 
study abroad experience has shown her the value 
of cross-cultural bonds and has taught her that 
looking beyond differences is the first step to 
effecting change in the world.

ॕፓካฎӞݷጯᨲᘏ0,2Եၖᘏ҅ፓࣁڹ
Ⴔय़ධولᒽӨᓕቘᏗॊ̶֖՜ੜײ
੪෭ᑏӾ҅՜ፘמᛔ૩ጱ۸ᙧวݢզ
ᦏ՜౮ԅӷԏᳵጱ۸̶

ᴯᒈฎᛔෛ࣠ےጱጯᨲᘏ҅ፓࣁڹၭय़
ධولᓕቘᏗॊ̶֖ၹक़ኸጱᕪܲᦏԧᥴ
ӮኴጱᒫӞྍݒදک۸ᕘଃጱհ꧊҅Ԟᦊᦩک
ฎᥝ᩻᩼૧̶

While he was an undergraduate student at Tsinghua 
University, Hideo made an important personal 
observation: he noticed that Chinese students were 
fascinated by Japanese culture—its cuisine, manga, 
and anime—while Japanese students did not always 
reciprocate this interest, and instead often had limited 
knowledge of, or even negative views towards China. 

“After meeting fellow Tsinghua students who shared 
my views and observations, I decided that we needed 
to do something,” says Hideo. “We shouldn’t just 
let an issue remain an issue. We should take action 
and try to come up with solutions.” Determined to 
strengthen Sino-Japanese relations from the bottom 
up, he launched Dot STATION in 2017, an organization 
that aims to connect Japanese high school students 
with China and encourage them to “see China with 
their own eyes.” The “Dot STATION Summer Tour 2018 
@ Beijing” last year, 16 students from all across Japan 
had the opportunity to visit various sites in Beijing 
to learn about China’s technological innovation and 
entrepreneurship opportunities. One student was so
inspired by her experience that she applied to study 
abroad in China and will soon be a Peking University 
student.

After completing his master’s degree, Hideo plans to 
work in both Beijing and Tokyo and hopes to grow 
Dot STATION by collaborating with more Japanese 
high schools and expanding the program and its 
curriculum. 

“Although governments might not share common 
values, we scholars do,” says Hideo, who met many 
Japanese scholars passionate about embracing 
diversity during the BXAI Summer Program.  “I hope 
to promote sustainable development among East 
Asian countries and preserve the commonalities in 
culture that we have shared throughout history.”

Hungry for perspective and adventure, Gaby began 
her studies at Zhejiang University with the hope of 
acquiring a more global and macroscopic view of 
public security and policy, an area she had been 
working in for five years.  Little did she know that 
one of her biggest takeaways would be personally 
experiencing the power of friendship to bridge 
people from vastly di"erent backgrounds.

“My time at Zhejiang University has allowed me to 
see friendship, something we often take for granted, 
from a new point of view,” says Gaby, who goes on 
to recall one small but significant event.  “We were 
celebrating the birthday of a South Korean classmate 
one day at the dorm, and a North Korean student 
happened to walk by.  After wishing our friend a 
happy birthday, he left, but later extended a small 
gift to our friend through a mutual acquaintance.  
The gift was a notebook, which was inscribed with 
that day’s date. We later realized that our friend’s 
birthday coincided with the day that the North 
and South Korean leaders met and shook hands 
on the demilitarized zone.  I was struck not by the 
gift, nor the political significance of the day, but by 
this student’s bold gesture of good will towards an 
otherwise unlikely ally.”  

Reflecting back on the occasion, Gaby realized 
that boundaries and cultural norms often can, but 
should not, work to separate people.  “While we 
cannot choose where we come from, we can choose 
between friendship and alienation, and shape the 
kind of world we want to live in,” says Gaby.  “We 
can e"ect change in our world – one friendship at 
a time.” 

After graduation, Gaby plans to continue her work 
in public security.  She looks forward to applying the 
knowledge and experiences she has garnered from 
her time abroad to further her long-term career 
goals, and hopes to eventually pursue her research 
interests in social resilience and non-traditional 
security.

୮՜ᬮࣁႴ੪ᑀ҅ॕፓካํԧӞӻஉ᯿ᥝጱӻ
Ոᥡғ՜ဳکӾኞ෭۸ńń۱ೡාቘ̵ᄓ
ኮۖኮᒵńńᶋଉఽي᪁҅ݍԏ෭ኞӾ۸ଚ
ဌํॡय़ጱي᪁҅ӾጱԧᥴԞᶋଉํᴴ҅ኜᛗӾ
ํӞԶᨮᶎ፡ဩ̶

̿౯ࣁႴय़᭬کԧӞԶ౯ํ፳ፘݶᥡᅩᥡጱݶ
҅ଚӬ౯ժ٬ਧํᥝ؉ᅩՋԍԧ̶̀ॕፓካ᧔ғ̿
౯ժӧଫᧆ੪ᬯԍᦏᳯ᷌ᖀᖅ҅ᘒฎଫᧆݐᤈۖ҅ۘێ
ತᥴې٬ဩ̶̀՜٬ஞᥝአᛔӥᘒӤጱොୗے୩Ӿ෭ى
ᔮ҅ଚԭ����ଙ౮ᒈԧ'RW� 67$7,21ᕟᕢ҅ࣁᦏ෭
ṛӾኞๅےԧᥴӾ҅Ἡۜ՜ժ̿Յ፲፡Ӿ݄ࣁ̶̀ଙ
ᕟᕢጱ̿'RW�67$7,21�6XPPHU�7RXU������#�%HLMLQJ̀
Ӿ҅ݷ��ᛔ෭ݱጱኞ۹کՂ҅݇ᥡԧᥴ۹Ղጱ
ದڠෛڠӱտ̶ӞݷኞࣁྌᤈݸႮݑἩᛩଚ٬ਧ
ኩ᧗Ӿኸ҅ӧԋݸਖ਼੪۹Ղय̶़
� �
ॕፓካᦇࣁښਠ౮Ꮧॊӱ۹ࣁ҅ݸՂӳՂӷૡ
̶֢՜๕ๅग़ጱ෭ṛӾ֢҅ݳ'RW� 67$7,21ᶱ
ፓٌ݊᧞ᑕ҅ਖ਼ٌᬰӞྍݎौय̶़

̿ᡱᆐಅ೮ጱᥡᅩੱݱӧ֕҅ݶฎᘏԏᳵ಼ܩ೮و
ጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞ᑕࣁጱհ꧊ᥡ̶̀ॕፓካᬯ᧔̶՜ݶ
Ӿ᭬کԧஉग़ᅾஶԭ಼ग़ጱ෭ᘏ̶̿౯๕
ᬰӳԵਹጱݢ೮ᖅݎ҅ਂכ౯ժܲݥӤӞፗզጱ
̶̀و۸

๕਼ᥤᰀ҅ӿᕪ̶ܲଃ፳ᬯጱ๗ᦜ҅ᴯᒈ
তԧࣁၭय़ጱԟ҅๕ولਞقᒽํๅے
ᬯӻᶾऒૡ֢ԧԲࣁ૪ڹྌԏࣁਡᥡጱᦊᦩ҅ቖ۸ق
ଙ̶ᮎӻײᬮӧᎣ᭲҅ᛔ૩๋य़ጱත឴ԏӞฎ֛ḵک
Ӟ᩸ጱᮎᐿ୩ࣁᙧวጱՈᘶᔮݶԏ᩼૧̵ਖ਼ӧ᧩
य़ێᰁ̶

ԧํ᧩ၭय़ጱᬯྦྷᳵᦏ౯ଘቘಅ୮ᆐጱࣁ̿
᯿ᥝጱԪఘ̶ܩ᩸ԧӞկஙੜࢧෛጱᦊᦩ̶̀ᴯᒈق
̿ᮎॠ౯ժࣁਾᛣᕳӞ֖ᶥݶᬦኞ෭҅ݚӞ֖๖Ẍݶ
ڟঅ᪠ᬦ̶՜ᐞᬯ֖ݶኞ෭ளԔ҅ᆐݸᐶԧ̶՜ݸ
᭗ᬦӞӻݶو๏ᕳᬯ֖ᶥݶᭆԧӞӻੜᐑᇔ̶ᐑ
ᇔฎӞᒟᦕ҅ৼӤٟ፳ᮎॠጱ෭๗̶ݸ౯ժᦩ
տᶎଚൎಋ܄ᶋ٠Ԫࣁጱኞ෭௴᭞๖ᶥᶾՈᬯӻ๏ک
ጱᮎӞॠ̶ۖ౯ጱӧฎᬯկᐑᇔ҅ԞӧฎᮎӞॠդᤒጱ
လԎ҅ᘒฎᬯӻݶࣁ୮ᇫ٭ӥӞӻଚӧॡݢᚆ
౮ԅ๏ጱՈۢᤒᐏڊጱ࠺ா̶̀

զݢ۸ᥢஃஃᬟኴکమᮎॠጱఘว҅ᴯᒈᦩࢧ
አՈժړᵍ҅֕ӧଫᧆইྌ̶̿౯ժ෫ဩೠᛔ
૩ᛔߺ᯾҅֕ฎ౯ժݢզೠୌᒈ᧩ᬱ՜Ո҅Ԟ
զݢզय᭜ᛔ૩మᥝ॒ጱӮኴ̶̀ᴯᒈ᧔ғ̿౯ժݢ
ᕳᬯӻӮኴଃදݒńńӞྦྷ᧩ত̶̀

ᴯᒈᦇླښӱݸᖀᖅԪولਞقጱૡ̶֢๕ڥአ
ᕪḵ҅ᬰӞྍਫሿጱᳩ๗ᘳӱፓၹक़ᑌᔴጱᎣᦩࣁ
ຽ҅ଚ๋ᕣ᭄Ꮈᑪᐒտᶤ݊ᶋփᕹכਞጱي᪁̶

Hideo NATSUME Gaby CHAN
ॕፓካ ᴯᒈ
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Meet Our Scholars
ጯᨲᘏᦢ᧨

“The AFLSP provides us with unique experiences that we would 
otherwise not have access to.  The program has not only enriched my 
understanding of Japanese history, but has also helped shape my future 
career goals.”
̿ጯᨲԵၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښᕳ౯ժଃԧᇿᇙጱ֛ḵ̶ইຎӧฎ᭗ᬦॹᰂ
ᦇ҅ښฎஉᵙํᬯᐿտጱ̶ᬯӻᶱፓӧՐӿԧ౯෭ܲݥጱቘᥴ҅Ԟଆۗ
౯ୌᒈԧ๚ᘳӱፓຽ̶̀

“As members of the Bai Xian community, we have an opportunity to 
develop cross-cultural understanding and interact with people from 
di"erent backgrounds.  These are valuable experiences you cannot put 
into a formula.”
̿ጯᨲᐒᗭᕳԧ౯ժङِ۸ᦩզ݊ӨᛔӧݶᙧวጱՈԻၞۖጱտ̶
ᬯԶฎӧᚆአձ֜لୗ༷ೡጱቊᩃ֛ḵ̶̀

“My many exchanges with top academics, professionals, and fellow 
AFLSP scholars from diverse backgrounds have opened my eyes to see 
not only my personal career path, but also the world, from a broader 
and more meaningful perspective.”
ᙧวጱᶮᘏ̵ӫਹզٌ݊՜ጯᨲᘏጱग़ེԻၞᴒԧ౯ጱ፲ݶᛔӧ̿
ኴ҅ᦏ౯ӧՐ፡Ⴔ༩ᛔ૩ጱӻՈᘳӱ᭲᪠҅Ԟᦏ౯তӞӻๅଠာ̵ๅํԎ
ጱଶ፡Ӯኴ̶̀

“Volunteering at the Kyoto Self-Help Devices O!ce alongside people 
from di"erent backgrounds and cultures has allowed me to truly 
appreciate the beauty of BXAI’s vision and the value of a diverse group 
of people working together towards a shared goal.”
۸ጱՈӞ᩸؉பౄᘏ҅ᦏ౯፥ྋᙧวݶਰ҅ӨᛔӧلېՂ᮷ᛔۗᦡ॓ࣁ̿
֛տکᎸᑪᴺጱౄวԏᗦ҅զ݊Ӟӻग़زᗭ֛ԅԧݶوፓຽӞ᩸ۘێጱਪᩃ̶̀

“The field trips to rural areas in China inspired me to explore new ways 
to connect Chinese and Korean villages.  I believe that by encouraging 
cultural exchange across villages and collaborating with social 
entrepreneurs, we can promote development and sustainability in the 
region.”
݄̿Ӿ١ጱਫᘍݎސԧ౯റᔱᬳളӾᶥԠጱොဩ̶౯ፘמ᭗ᬦ
Ἡۜଢԏᳵጱ۸Իၞզ݊Өᐒտմӱਹጱ֢҅ݳ౯ժݢզᬰ܄ऒጱݎ
೮ᖅ̶̀ݢ

PAN Ning is a Taiwanese AFLSP Scholar pursuing an undergraduate 
degree in global political economy at Waseda University.
ᄞਘฎᛔݣკጱጯᨲᘏ҅ፓࣁڹᑡኦय़ධقቖလᕪၧॊ̶֖

Yuya HASHINAGA is a Japanese AFLSP Exchange Scholar from Keio 
University studying abroad at the University of Hong Kong and pursuing 
an undergraduate degree in business and economics.
ᳩ֚ୠᛔ෭ଣଫԎशय़҅ฎጯᨲԵၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښጱԻഘኞ҅ፓڹ
ḕय़ԟ҅ධࠟӱӨᕪၧॊ̶֖ࣁ

WAN!Zi!Yan!a Chinese AFLSP Scholar pursuing a postgraduate degree 
in economics at Kyoto University.
ӡᔳৰฎᛔӾጱጯᨲᘏ҅ፓࣁڹՂ᮷य़ධᕪၧᏗॊ̶֖

PAN Wei Kang is a Chinese AFLSP Scholar pursuing a postgraduate 
degree in energy science at Kyoto University.
ᄞւ଼ฎᛔӾጱጯᨲᘏ҅ፓࣁڹՂ᮷य़ධᚆრᑀᏗॊ̶֖

HYEON Yura  is a Korean AFLSP Scholar pursuing a postgraduate 
degree in public administration at Zhejiang University.
ሱֽᗔฎᛔᶥጱጯᨲᘏ҅ፓࣁڹၭय़ධولᓕቘᏗॊ̶֖

“Bai Xian and the AFLSP helped me realize who I should be and my 
role in society, which is a bridge of China, Korea, and Japan.  I hope to 
continue working alongside my fellow scholars to find a way to really 
bring these three countries together.”
̿ጯᨲٌ݊ॹᰂᦇښଆۗ౯ᦊᦩᛔ૩҅զ݊౯ࣁᐒտӾጱᜋғӾ෭ᶥӣԏ
ᳵጱ̶౯๕ᖀᖅٌ՜ᘏժӞ᩸҅ۘێറᔱᬳᕮӣӻਹጱොဩ̶̀

KIM Daum is a Korean AFLSP and R.J. Chao Memorial Asian Scholar 
pursuing an undergraduate degree in IT business management at Keio 
University.
ᰂឰฎᛔᶥጱጯᨲᘏ�5�-��&KDR�ᕉஷԵၖᘏ҅ፓࣁڹଣଫԎशय़ධ
ᩒᦔᑀದࠟۓᓕቘॊ̶֖
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Waseda University:  
Sado Island Trip 
During a three-day trip to Sado Island, 
scholars had the opportunity to hear about 
the experiences of Hitomi Soga, a native 
of the island who was abducted by North 
Korea 40 years ago and returned in 2004; 
as well as meet with the deputy mayor of 
the city, with whom they discussed ways to 
revitalize Sado Island’s economy.

ᬖ⽨⩝๔႓喟ѽ⍎ᇈ㵹
ԅ๗�ॠጱ֙ჁછԏᤈӾ҅ᘏժํտᦊᦩࣁ
ᧆછ้ܻ࿆֘౯᎘҅ԧᥴ��ଙڹᤩ๖Ẍᕬຝ
๋ᕣԭ����ଙࢧጱᕪܲ҅ଚӨ୮ۅ૱ᳩᥠ
ᶎ҅᧨݊ഄ֙يჁછᕪၧጱොဩ̶

Enrichment Activities

To complement their academic studies, the AFLSP 
invites scholars to participate in specially arranged 
enrichment activities on and o" campus throughout 
the school year.  From language courses, seminars, and 
independent research projects to guided study trips and 
exchange programs, these activities aim to facilitate the 
exchange of ideas and foster a deeper understanding 
and appreciation of di"erent cultures across East Asia.

ෆӻଙ᯾҅ᴻԧ᧞ᑕԏक़҅ጯᨲԵၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇࣁ
ᔜஞਞഭጱս۸ၚ̶ۖڜक़݇ӨӞᔮٖࢮ໊ࣁᬮտᕟᕢᘏժښ
ԟቔ̵Ꮈᦎտ̵ᇿᒈᎸᑪᶱፓݻํکጱԟ᧣ᎸԻ
ၞᶱፓ҅ጯᨲᘏ᭗ᬦᬯԶၚۖݢզےႮஂྌጱԻၞ҅ीᬰӳ
Եݱ۸ጱԧᥴ̶ᩝོ

Zhejiang University: 
“Migrants and Regional 
Governance in European and 
Chinese Cities” Lecture
Prof. Adrian Favell and Dr. Li 
Sun from the University of 
Leeds examined labor migration 
patterns and regional economics 
by comparing the EU system 
with China’s hukou (household 
registration) system. 

The Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology: “Belt 
and Road – A Visionary Plan that 
will Change the World” Lecture
Mr. Vincent Lo, Chairman of Shui On 
Group and the Hong Kong Trade 
Development Council, gave a lecture on 
the Belt and Road Initiative and shared his 
insights on the opportunities this strategy 
o"ers to Hong Kong and the region.
 

⊆๔႓喟Ȫ⁔≟̻͚పጯ⮱
⼨ℾহࡧഌノ⇨ȫ䃟Ꮤ
ُڥय़ጱ$GULDQ�)DYHOOරദ
ਃԇܗॊਖ਼ཾፑ֛ᔮӨӾጱಁګݗ
ଶᬰᤈԧྲ҅ኧྌᎸᑪ۞ۖێᬢᑏ
ཛྷୗ܄ऒᕪၧ̶

仆⍜ឭ๔႓喟Ȫ̭ፓ̭䌜�ÿÿ�
ᄳᩦअ̓⩹⮱䔉⪒ȫ䃟Ꮤ
ታਞᵞࢫԆଅ̵ḕᩆฃݎੴԆଅᗔ଼ታضኞ
੪̿ӞଃӞ᪠̀ᦓݎᤒԧᄍᦖ҅੪ᧆᦓԅḕ
ᧆ܄ଃጱտړՁԧ՜ጱ፡ဩ̶

Enrichment Activities  
O"ered Throughout  
The Year 

Language Courses
During the academic year, Japanese 
language courses catering to di"erent 
proficiency levels are o"ered to AFLSP 
Scholars at Hitotsubashi ICS, the Hong Kong 
University of Science and Technology, Kyoto 
University, and Waseda University, while 
Chinese language courses are o"ered to 
scholars studying at Peking University and 
Zhejiang University.

Kyoto University: Monthly AFLSP Seminars
To encourage interdisciplinary research and 
exploration beyond each scholar’s own area of study, 
Kyoto University organizes regular AFLSP seminars 
where scholars have opportunities to give and listen to 
presentations on topics of research, personal interest, 
or AFLSP-related activities.

Waseda University:  
“The Future in Asia” Seminar
During the fall 2017 and spring 2018 semesters, “The 
Future in Asia” seminar invited students to explore 
East Asian international relations by employing an 
interdisciplinary approach.  Through exercises in critical 
and analytical thinking, public speaking, and debate, 
students were able to delve into each topic in greater 
depth and consider issues from multiple perspectives.䄚㼭䄫⼸

ᴬմӱኼᎸᑪᴺ̵ḕᑀଙٖ҅Ӟय़ࣁ
ದय̵़Ղ᮷य़ᑡኦय़ԅጯᨲᘏᦡԧ
ӧݶᑕଶጱ෭᧞ᑕ҅۹Ղय़ၭय़ڞԅ
ᘏᦡԧӾ᧞ᑕ̶

ϙ䘪๔႓喟႓䛾䃎ܿᰵⵁ䃕ч
ԅԧἩۜᘏժᬰᤈᑀᎸᑪ҅ᑌຄറᔱٌ՜ԟᶾ
ऒ҅Ղ᮷य़ਧ๗ᕟᕢॹᰂᦇښᎸᦎտ҅ᦏᘏํտ੪
Ꮈᑪ̵ӻՈي᪁ӨॹᰂᦇښፘىጱၚۖԆ᷌ݎᤒݐލ
ᥠ̶

ᬖ⽨⩝๔႓喟Ȫχ≟⮱᱗Გȫⵁ䃕ч
����ଙชਊ๗҅̿Եၖጱ๚̀Ꮈᦎտ����ଙᐾਊࣁ
ᮀ᧗ኞժአᑀጱොဩറᔱӳԵᴬىᔮ̶᭗ᬦಢڣ
ړຉᖌ̵لᄍᦖᬚᦞᒵොᶎጱᕞԟ҅ኞժ
զๅႮفᎸᑪྯӻԆ᷌҅ଚग़ӻଶᘍᡤᦓ̶᷌

ս ۸ ၚ ۖ

хߕ≩ࡃᎡᏓ
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Hitotsubashi University ICS:  
Global Network Project  
An ongoing initiative o"ered in conjunction 
with the University of British Columbia’s 
Sauder School of Business (UBC Sauder), 
the Global Network Project invites scholars 
to work online alongside UBC Sauder 
students to formulate socially responsible 
business plans for global companies.  This 
year, one group of scholars visited Santiago 
to conduct on-site research while another 
group remained in Tokyo.

The Hong Kong University  
of Science and Technology:  
Geopark Tour  
Scholars experienced the natural and 
cultural heritage of Hong Kong during a 
trip to the Hong Kong UNESCO Global 
Geopark, where they took in views of 
breathtaking rock structures and 
enjoyed a traditional poon choi lunch  
at a rural walled village.

New Year’s Party in Tokyo Hosted by Bai 
Xian Asia Institute (Japan) Inc. (BXAIJ)
Over 100 guests including AFLSP Scholars, BX 
Alumni, BXAIJ board members, and representatives 
from our six Japanese partner universities gathered 
for an enjoyable evening of mingling and sharing to 
celebrate the start of the new year. 

Kyoto University: AFLSP Annual Meeting 
At the inaugural AFLSP annual meeting, all AFLSP Scholars 
at Kyoto University were given an opportunity to present 
their research findings, while Prof. Uchida, President of 
BXAI, and Prof. Kawazoe, Executive Vice President for 
Student A"airs and Library Services at Kyoto University, 
encouraged students to bridge cultures as they prepare to 
become future leaders.

Zhejiang University: Field Trip to Haining Campus
Scholars had the opportunity to visit Zhejiang University’s newly opened 
Haining International Campus, located in the coastal city of Haining.  
The city is renowned for its leather and textile industries, rich cultural 
heritage, as well as its innovation and economic potential.

Peking University: Guizhou Trip
The five-day trip allowed students to 
learn more about Guizhou’s economic, 
scientific, and ecological development, 
and the province’s many ethnic minority 
cultures.  Students also learned about 
Guizhou’s ecotourism industry at a 
meeting with the International Mountain 
Tourism Alliance, as well as its poverty 
alleviation strategies at a special 
symposium they attended.

̭ᶒ๔႓ప䭲Ю͇ᝅ⪒ⵁ⾣⩌䮏�(ICS)喟
䷅㑾㐉̀⤰ڕ
᭗ᬦંߵևྲԵय़ࠟᴺҁᓌᑍ̿
̀҂ېݳጱقቖᗑᕶӫ᷌ᶱፓ҅ጯᨲᘏժӨ
ጱኞࣁᕚӤԻၞ҅ԅᴬګݪلਧᐒտᨱ
ձࠟӱᦇ̶ښՔଙ҅ํӷᕟᘏࣀࣁڦړԵߵ
݊ӳՂᬰᤈਫᘍ̶

ᬒ᱙⮫䉑χ≟ⵁ⾣䮏�(BXAIJ)�ౕ͉ϙͫߋ⮱�
Ꭱᮇს
۱ೡጯᨲᘏ̵ጯᨲ̵៰Ԫտ౮ާᛔ�ಅ෭֢ݳय़
ጱդᤒٖࣁጱ���ग़֖ἶᘸӞझ҅ፘԻၞ҅وଶԧӞ
ӻషளጱภӤଚӞ᩸ଣᐞෛଙ̶

⊆๔႓喟⊤Ⴎᵎࡧ㵹
ᘏժ݇ᥡԧၭय़ෛᦡ֖ԭဠၹउ૱ၹਘጱၹਘᴬ̶໊܄ၹਘ૱զٌጼᶐ
̶ݷᘒێᕪၧᄟෛڠᕗᕢӱ҅ӿጱ۸᭳Ծٌ݊

ϙ๔႓喟䉢ጋ㵹ࡄ
ԅ๗Բॠጱᤈᑕᦏᘏժԧᥴکᩃጱᕪၧ̵
ᑀኞாݎ҅զ݊ᩃӿग़ጱහ
࿆෧۸̶ྌक़҅ࣁӨᴬઊᘶፑጱտ
ᦓӤ҅ᘏժᩃጱኞாԾӱํԧᬰӞ
ྍԧᥴ҅ݚࣁӞӻӫ᷌ᎸᦎտӤ݈҅ᩃ
ጱಡᨹᒽኼํԧๅग़ᦊᦩ̶

ϙ䘪๔႓喟႓䛾䃎ܿᎡч�
ଙտጱୗӤ҅Ղ᮷य़ጱಅํጯᨲᘏ᮷ᐏԧښॹᰂᦇࣁ
՜ժጱᎸᑪ౮ຎҔᘒᎸᑪᴺᴺᳩٖኦරദՂ᮷य़ኞԪࢶ݊ۓ
ԡḅ๐ۓಗᤈ໊ۅᳩ၂රദڞἩۜኞࣁᶼ॓౮ԅ๚ጱᶾᘏ
۸ԏᳵጱ̶ݶ֢҅ӧݶ

仆⍜ឭ๔႓喟䉕ڙచ⍥
ᘏժᥦԧḕᘶݳරᑀᕟᕢӮኴᨶ
ᮎࣁ۸᭳Ծ̶ḵԧḕጱᛔᆐ֛҅ࢮل
᯾҅ᘏժᥡᩝԧեՈచݫጱટᎪᕮ҅ଚࣁ
փᕹጱፃោ̶Ձአԧ୮ࢱ
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Peking University:  
“China in Transition” Project
Under the guidance of professors, 
groups of scholars embarked on trips to 
Chengdu, Fujian, Sichuan, Guangzhou, 
Hunan, or Ningxia to conduct on-site 
research on local economy, society, 
politics, or law and enforcement, and 
explore China’s development in a global 
context.

Hitotsubashi University ICS:  
Independent Research on Sino-Japanese Relations 
During the spring 2018 semester, scholars were encouraged to 
explore the relationship between China and Japan by conducting 
their own research on a specific theme or topic of their choice.  In 
July, they presented their findings and recommendations before 
an audience of professors and peers.

Zhejiang University: Xi’an Trip
Led by Zhejiang University professors, the 
four-day trip to Xi’an saw participating 
scholars experience the rich local culture and 
learn about the past and present role of the 
local government and its initiatives. 

Peking University: “My Experience as a Foreigner Covering 
the Korean Peninsula” Seminar
Jean Lee, a Pulitzer-nominated writer, commentator, and expert on 
North Korea, spoke to students about how she used social media and 
storytelling tools to report on di"erent aspects of North and South Korea 
during her postings there as a foreign correspondent. 

Hitotsubashi University ICS:  
Global Network Week
Scholars took part in a weeklong exchange at 
Technion – Israel Institute of Technology, Koç 
University, or Yale University to gain insight and 
new perspectives on business-related topics such 
as entrepreneurship, management dynamics, and 
behavioral finance.

Waseda University: Nagasaki Trip
The three-day trip included guided tours of the 
Atomic Bomb Museum and the National Peace 
Memorial Hall, where students had the chance 
to interact with survivors and learn about the 
history of nuclear weapons.  Prof. Hirose Satoshi 
gave a special lecture at Nagasaki University 
and encouraged students to consider issues 
surrounding nuclear weapons abolition.

పȫ䶦Ⱋ͚⮱͚ࡃϙ๔႓喟Ȫअࡄ
ஃ౮ڹڦړग़֖රദጱӥ҅ᘏժࣁ
᮷̵ᐰୌ̵ࢥ̵ଠ̵დ̵ܖਘॕᒵ
ጱᕪၧ̵ᐒտ̵လᘍ୮ਫ҅
ಗဩఘ҅٭റᔱقቖᙧวӥӾጱݎ̶

̭ᶒ๔႓ప䭲Ю͇ᝅ⪒ⵁ⾣⩌䮏喟͚ᬒڠ㈨⠙⿸ⵁ⾣
2018ଙชਊ๗҅ᘏժ᭗ᬦᎸᑪᛔጱᇙਧԆ᷌ӫ᷌҅റᔱӾ෭ى
ᔮ̶�์҅՜ժݻරദݶժᐏԧᎸᑪಅ݊ୌᦓ̶

⊆๔႓喟㺬Ⴖ㵹
ॠጱᥜਞԏᤈᦏࢥၭय़රദጱଃᶾӥ҅ԅ๗ࣁ
ᘏժ֛ḵԧ୮ӿጱ۸҅ԧᥴک୮ᬦ݄
ሿࣁጱᜋٌ݊ഷෞ̶

ȫⵁ䃕чࢳᇈ⮱㏼ϙ๔႓喟Ȫ҉̭ͧऺใపϧ䃬䬛凉ࡄ
Jean Lee҅ฦڥᒽ֢ݷਹ̵ᦧᦞਹ๖Ẍᳯ᷌ӫਹ҅ݻᘏժᦖᬿ֢
ԅक़ᦕᘏࣁ๖Ẍ๗ᳵ҅ই֜ڥአᐒԻড়ٌ֛՜ݓԪૡٍಸ᭲๖Ẍᶥ
ጱොොᶎᶎ̶

̭ᶒ๔႓ప䭲Ю͇ᝅ⪒ⵁ⾣⩌䮏喟ڕ⤰㑾㐉ক
ጯᨲᘏ݇ڦړӨԧࣁզᜋڜቘૡᴺ7HFKQLRQ̵ࢿᘦ
ٌ.Rªय़ᘨṼय़ጱԟԻၞ҅ࣁԅ๗Ӟޮጱᳵ᯾
Ⴎفԧᥴڠӱᔜᐟ̵ۖாᓕቘᤈԅᰂᣟᒵࠟӱፘى
ᦓ̶᷌

ᬖ⽨⩝๔႓喟䪬ሻ㵹
ԅ๗ӣॠጱᦢᳯӾ҅ᘏժڹஃܻৼ୨ܗᇔḅਹ
ଘᕉஷḅ݇ᥡ҅ӨଛਂᘏᬰᤈԧۖԻၞ҅ଚԧᥴ໐ྎ
ᳩ઼य़؉ԧӞེӫ᷌ᦖଷ҅ࣁᡕଠ၂රദ̶֙ݥܲ
ଚἩۜኞժᘍํىଳᴻ໐ྎጱӞԶᦓ̶᷌
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BXAI Summer  
Program 2018 
ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺ
า๗ս۸᧞ᑕ����

The BXAI Summer Program is a key component of the AFLSP and aims to provide scholars with a unique 
opportunity to explore important topics, build community, and develop 21st-century skills through an 
immersive and engaging curriculum designed to extend learning beyond the classroom. 

The 2018 Summer Program took place from August 3 to 23 at the Yenching Academy of Peking 
University (PKU) in Beijing with 87 students from BXAI’s 16 partner universities in attendance.  Through 
panel presentations, workshops, and hands-on activities, scholars explored the theme of “Tradition and 
Innovation” and deepened their understanding of numerous current issues a"ecting East Asia today.  They 
also enjoyed hearing from and interacting with over 50 guest speakers from various fields, as well as taking 
part in cross-cultural dialogues with fellow scholars.

The program kicked o" with an exciting scavenger hunt around PKU, followed by a three-day adventure 
to Shimenshan, where students honed their teamwork skills and pushed their personal boundaries through 
exhilarating outdoor challenges such as the Via Ferrata ropes course and climbing wild sections of the 
Great Wall.

ጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞ᑕฎԵၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښጱ᯿ᥝᕟ౮᮱҅ړࣁԅጯᨲᘏ׀റᦎ᯿ᥝᦓ̵᷌ୌᒈᐒ
ᗭݎ��Ӯᕉಅᵱದᚆጱᇿᇙտ҅ဃၺୗԟ֛ḵӿํ᪁ጱ᧞क़ၚ̶ۖ

����ଙጱา๗ս۸᧞ᑕԭ�์�෭ᛗ��෭۹ࣁՂय़ᆱՂझԈ҅ېᛔጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺ��ಅ֢ݳᴺ໊ጱ��
ෛ̀ጱԆ᷌҅ڠक़ਫ᪢ၚۖ҅ᘏժറᦎԧ̿փᕹӨ᧞ԧྌེ᧞ᑕ̶᭗ᬦੜᕟᄍᦖ̵ૡ֢ےኞ݇ݷ
୮ՔߥӳԵጱռग़ᦓ᷌ےႮԧቘᥴ̶ྌक़҅՜ժᬮᘰލԧᛔӧݶᶾऒጱ��ग़֖ᦖᘏጱᄍᦖ҅ଚӨݶ
๗ጱጯᨲᘏᑌຄԧ۸Իၞ̶

Ჷړᮎ᯾҅ᘏժ꧌ࣁฎӞ᪀ԅ๗�ॠጱᎪᳪઊԏ̶ݸᕰ۹Ղय़ጱਪၚۖԅา๗᧞ᑕଧ҅ᵋࢱ
ᅫԧ՜ժጱࢫᴚ֢ݳದᚆ҅ݶԞ᭗ᬦᷢᬡඣጭ᧞ᑕ̵ᆻᰀᳩउᒵಁक़ၚۖԧӻՈຄᴴ̶
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The last week of the program saw students deliver their final 
presentations – the culmination of their Summer Program 
learning distilled into proposals of innovative solutions to global 
issues.  The second Bai Xian Alumni Initiative Award (AIA) also 
held its pitch session this week, with two finalist teams presenting 
their action plans to compete for a cash prize and seed funding 
to take their ideas forward.  A fireside chat with BXAI’s leading 
members gave students an opportunity to hear from influential 
industry leaders as they shared their experiences and thoughts 
on the importance of mutual understanding and building cross-
cultural relationships.

Back on campus, students further delved into the Summer Program theme by participating in one of 
three topic learning streams designed by PKU professors which included: “Heritage Preservation,” “Living 
Smart,” and “Urban-Rural Integration.”  Self-enrichment workshops led by experts from across Asia allowed 
scholars to sharpen important soft skills such as leadership, self-awareness, and public speaking, while 
experiential activities like field trips and Chinese art and cultural workshops brought learning to life and 
gave students a taste of the history and traditions of the host country.

The Summer Program concluded with a memorable 
day of celebrations, which included a spirited keynote 
lecture on leadership by Mr. Jason Lai, Principal 
Conductor of the Yong Siew Toh Conservatory 
Orchestra; a meaningful closing ceremony with 
empowering speeches by Mr. Nick Cotton, Executive 
Director of Outward Bound Hong Kong, and Ms. Ronna 
Chao, CEO of BXAI; and a delightful gala dinner that 
featured performances by BX Alumni and scholars.

BXAI’s fourth Summer Program has once again 
demonstrated the importance and relevance of 
the Institute’s mission and the promise of our next 
generation of Asian leaders.  The steady progress 
of our Summer Programs over the years has further 
emboldened us to continue creating opportunities 
for cross-cultural exchange by designing enriching 
education programs for our scholars.  We look forward 
to inspiring a new cohort of students at our upcoming 
Summer Program in August 2019, which will be held 
at Kyoto University.

ቖقጱา๗ս۸᧞ᑕಅᕮᅫ౮ԅᥴ٬ޮپӞޮ҅ᘏժᬰᤈԧ๋ᕣጱੜᕟಸ҅ਖ਼ݸา๗ᶱፓጱ๋ࣁ
ᳯ᷌ጱڠෛොໜ̶ᒫԫጯᨲ$OXPQL�,QLWLDWLYH�$ZDUGԞࣁᬯӞޮԈᤈԧᄍᐏտ҅ӷඪ๋ࢱفᕣ᭑ጱࢫᴚ
ᐏᛔ૩ጱໜ҅ᩬݐሿᰂॹٌۜۖސᶱፓጱᐿৼचᰂ̶̿ࣁᅖᬟ᧨ᦾ̀ሾᜓ҅ᘏժӨᎸᑪᴺጱڊդᤒ
ᦾ҅ᘰލᤈӱᶾᤥ᧨՜ժىԭፘቘᥴ݊ୌᒈ۸ىᔮԏ᯿ᥝጱӻՈᕪ֛ܲտ̶

า๗᧞ᑕጱ๋ݸӞॠԈᤈԧݱᐿեՈᵙጱଣᐞၚۖ҅
۱ೡᐹ໘ᶪԔᴺᓕୡԔࢫḒଅഀἑபضኞἩ
ᛩՈஞጱԆ᷌ᄍᦖҔḕक़ᦒᕞ໊ಗᤈፊ1LFN�
&RWWRQضኞጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺᤈ็ణঀॊࣁ
ᳮَᐑӤጱۖՈݎҔզ݊ࣁภӤጯᨲᘏ
ժଃጱᔜᄍ̶ڊ

ᒫࢥጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺา๗ս۸᧞ᑕེٚดԧᎸᑪᴺ
ᐽಥጱֵԏ᯿ᥝԎಅ҅ࣁԞሿԧӥӞդԵၖ
ᶾᤥጱᚆᷚێ̶ᬦ݄پଙ҅౯ժጱา๗᧞ᑕᑞྍ
҅ᄶۜ፳౯ժᖀᖅӿጱරᙙᶱፓ҅ԅᘏժݎ
����ਖ਼ԭܨࣁ᭜ๅग़۸Իၞጱտ̶౯ժ๗இڠ
ଙ�์ࣁՂ᮷य़ԈېጱෛӞ๗า๗᧞ᑕӾ҅ԅෛӞ
ᘏժଃݎސᘍ̶

ಷ̀כറᦎጱԟԆ᷌۱ೡғ̿᭳Ծݶوᘏժ۹य़රദᦡᦇጱӣӻԟԆ᷌ӾೠӞ݇Ө҅҅ݸࢮ໊کࢧ
̵̿ฬᚆኞၚ̀̿उԠӞ֛۸̶̀ᛔԵၖݱጱӫਹԈېጱս۸ૡ֢ଃᶾᘏժᲷᅫṛᶾ̵ێ
ᛔ౯ᦩلռᄍᦖᒵ᯿ᥝದᚆ҅ᘒਫᘍ̵Ӿᜏ۸ૡ֢ڞਖ਼ԟଃفኞၚ҅ᦏᘏժ֛ḵ
ԧӳ᭲ጱܲݥփᕹ̶
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AFLSP Scholars
ጯᨲᘏ

DAI Shuting 
ಀ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master of Business Administration in International Business 
Strategy (MBA) ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

HU Shiyu  
ᙲᦸᮟ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master of Business Administration in International Business 
Strategy (MBA) ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

LI Yuanyuan  
ကᆼ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master of Business Administration in International Business 
Strategy (MBA) ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

LIAO Min-Chen 
භᬜ

Taiwan 
კݣ

Master of Business Administration in International Business 
Strategy (MBA) ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

LIN Wan-Wen 
ቤᵫ

Taiwan 
კݣ

Master of Business Administration in International Business 
Strategy (MBA) ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Paul John TSUBOI  Philippines 
៎

Master of Business Administration in International Business 
Strategy (MBA) ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Vinod VASUDEVAN India 
ଶܦ

Master of Business Administration in International Business 
Strategy (MBA) ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

YU Ho Tung 
֟ጸ୶

Hong Kong 
ḕ

Master of Business Administration in International Business 
Strategy (MBA) ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

CHEN Yu-Fang 
ᴯখᜱ

Taiwan 
კݣ

Master’s Degree in Agricultural Science  
١Ꮧॊ

DUAN Yiqian  
ྦྷ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Laws 
ဩᏗॊ

GAO Mingrou  
ṛกຨ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Letters 
Ꮧॊ

JIANG Shuiyao 
ভᨁ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Human and Environmental Studies  
Ոᔄ݊ሾहᏗॊ

LEE Wanyi 
ը

Taiwan 
კݣ

Master's Degree in Science  
ቘᏗॊ

LI Jiaru  
ἑቇ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Global Environmental Studies 
ቖሾहᏗॊ

TAM Chun Lai  
ᨋגᐑ

Hong Kong 
ḕ

Master’s Degree in Agricultural Science  
١Ꮧॊ

TSAI You-Shan 
ᠧֽ

Taiwan 
კݣ

Master’s Degree in Agricultural Science  
١Ꮧॊ

WANG Jiandong 
ሴୌӳ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Laws 
ဩᏗॊ

XIONG Xiaolin 
ᆢปቧ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Laws 
ဩᏗॊ

YE Liuyi 
ڝݨ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Economics 
ᕪၧᏗॊ

Coleman YU  
֟ጸ䥦

Hong Kong 
ḕ

Doctoral Degree in Informatics  
ᦔ௳ܗॊ

ZHANG Tuo 
ୟᏀ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Doctoral Degree in Economics  
ᕪၧᏗॊ

ZHANG Yuan 
ୟز

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Engineering  
ૡᏗॊ

CHANG Bing Yen 
ᮧᐽز

Malaysia 
ḘᥜԵ

MPhil in Computer Science & Engineering 
ᦇᓒᑀ݊ૡᑕ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ

HUA Xiao  
ป

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

MPhil in Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering 
۸ૡᑕ݊ኞᇔړৼૡᑕ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ

JEONG Shinyoung Korea 
ᶥ

MPhil in Mechanical Engineering 
༁ૡᑕ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ

LIU Chunjiao 
ชڝ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

MPhil in Mechanical Engineering 
༁ૡᑕ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ

LIU Zhenjing  
ື፥ส

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

MPhil in Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering 
۸ૡᑕ݊ኞᇔړৼૡᑕ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ

PARK  Byungmin  
䥼ቈ

Korea 
ᶥ

MPhil in Bioengineering  
ኞᇔૡᑕ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ

SHI  Jiaxin 
ෞ֯ᰎ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

MPhil in Social Science  
ᐒտᑀ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ

WANG Kexin 
ሴݢෛ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

MPhil in Life Science  
ኞᑀ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ

ZENG Qian 
้ᨄ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

MPhil in Civil Engineering  
๙ૡᑕ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕࢿ

HIGUCHI Ami 
䰘ݗ�Եᗦ

Japan 
෭

B.Soc.Sci. in International Studies (International Political 
Economy) ᴬىᔮॊ᧞ᑕ�ᴬလᕪၧӫӱ�

KAWAKITA Rina
မ۹�ቘᮎ

Japan 
෭

B.Soc.Sci. in Advertising 
ଠޞॊ᧞ᑕ

KISHI Satoru 
ધ�్

Japan 
෭

Master of Law in International Relations 
ᔮဩᏗॊ᧞ᑕىᴬ

MII Akiko 
ӣԳ�กৼ

Japan 
෭

Doctor of Linguistics and Applied Linguistics  
݊ଫአܗॊ᧞ᑕ

MIZUMURA Hiroki 
�ॡᕉ

Japan 
෭

Master of Law in International Relations 
ᔮဩᏗॊ᧞ᑕىᴬ

Monica NAGASHIMA 
ᳩછ�ឭজܜ

Japan 
෭

Master of Law in International Relations 
ᔮဩᏗॊ᧞ᑕىᴬ

NISHIMURA Hiroshi 
ᥜ�၇

Japan 
෭

Doctor of Philosophy in Law 
ဩܗॊ᧞ᑕ᧞ᑕ

TOKII Shin 
Գ�፥

Japan 
෭

Doctor of Philosophy in Law 
ဩܗॊ᧞ᑕ᧞ᑕ

YANAGIMOTO Kana 
ॱ�زື

Japan 
෭

B.A. in Chinese Language and Literature 
ॊ᧞ᑕ

2016 Cohort ଙ

Hitotsubashi University - Graduate School of International Corporate Strategy
̭ᶒ๔႓ప䭲Ю͇ᝅ⪒ⵁ⾣⩌䮏

Kyoto University  
ϙ䘪๔႓

The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology 
ḕᑀದय़

Peking University  
۹Ղय़

Anchor Universities ໐ஞय़
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CHAO Wen-Ling 
᩶ᖄ

Taiwan 
კݣ

Master of China Studies 
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

CHEN Wei Alessio  
ᴯᅞ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master of China Studies 
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

KIM Dongwoo 
ᰂ䩚֚

Korea 
ᶥ

Master of China Studies 
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

KIM Eunseo 
ᰂ௮ታ

Korea 
ᶥ

Master of China Studies 
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

KWON Jung Jae Jason 
ࣁ

Korea 
ᶥ

Master of China Studies 
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

LIONG Jing Hao  
සၴ  

Malaysia 
ḘᥜԵ

Master of China Studies 
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

Nichakan SRICHAIWAN 
ᅎ

Thailand 
း

Master of China Studies 
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

TANAKA Riaki 
ኦӾ�ቘᐾ

Japan 
෭

Master of China Studies 
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

TRAN Quoc Anh 
ᴯ

Vietnam 
ܖ᩼

Master of China Studies 
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

Alief Ilham AKBAR 
߽

Indonesia 
ଶੰᥜԵܦ

Master of Public Administration  
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

Muhammad Yasir ALI  
ᴨ᯾

Pakistan 
૬चේ

Master of Public Administration 
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

Sophannavong AM 
ਟ

Cambodia 
ຳऌ

Master of Public Administration 
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

CHO Shuni 
䔴૮娙

Japan 
෭

Master of Public Administration 
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

Lkhagvasuren 
ENKHTSETSEG
ᝁឍ

Mongolia 
ݘ᠃

Master of Public Administration 
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

JUNG Eunhye  
ӟ௮ణ

Korea 
ᶥ

Master of Public Administration 
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

LEE Zhi Yu  
பᆕ

Malaysia 
ḘᥜԵ

Master of Public Administration 
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

Nuttawadee PANGSALEE
ᴯོᜱ 

Thailand
း

Master of Public Administration 
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

PARK Heesung 
ࡅ౮

Korea 
ᶥ

Master of Public Administration 
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

PARK Miso
ᗦญ

Korea 
ᶥ

Master of Public Administration 
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

YOON Ahyun
੭ᴨᨲ

Korea 
ᶥ

Master of Public Administration 
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

Ramakrishna PILLAMUDI
ӳොታ

India 
ଶܦ

Master of Public Administration 
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

SUHIGIMOTO Shoma 
ᤔ�毂泷

Japan 
෭

Master of Modern and Contemporary Chinese 
Literature 
Ӿሿ୮դᏗॊᶱፓ

CHA Youngyoon
ឍႎ

Korea 
ᶥ

Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
ᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ

CHANG Shu-Han 
ୟႡ႗

Taiwan 
კݣ

Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
ᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ

CHEN Kuan-Chih 
ᴯ٢ฬ

Taiwan 
კݣ

Bachelor of Arts in Political Science
လ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ

CHU Ran  
ؙᆐ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
ᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ

HE Yuchen 
֜ᵨล 

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy
ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

PAN Ning 
ᄞਘ

Taiwan 
კݣ

Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy 
ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

TONG Yu 
ᒏႿ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy 
ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

YU Liwen 
֟ឡᵫ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy 
ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

YU Ruichuan  
ԭታ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy 
ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

ZHU Yifei  
ᘁ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy 
ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

Yenching Academy of Peking University 
ϙ๔႓✂ϙ႓യࡄ

Zhejiang University 
⊆๔႓

Waseda University 
ᑡኦय़



Alumni Statistics (76 Scholars of 2016 Cohort)

ጯᨲහഝ������ଙጱ��֖ጯᨲᘏ�

are now living abroad
ሿၹक़

are pursuing  
further studies
೮ᖅᬰץare now working

ૡ֢ࣁ

are regularly in touch  
with their fellow 
AFLSP Scholars

ᕪଉӨٌ՜⮫䉑႓㔲ᘶᔮ

Say the AFLSP enabled them to study 
abroad in Asia for the first time

ᤒᐏॹᰂᦇښᦏ՜ժ
ḒེࣁԵၖኸ

59%

78%24%

89% 58%

46 47

Fudan University
॔෮य़

CHINSHO Kinuyo 
ᴯป�ᕼդ

Japan 
෭

Bachelor of Journalism 
ෛॊᶱፓ

Keio University   
ଣଫԎशय़

HENG Xin
ᤍོ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master of Media Design  
ড়֛ᦡᦇᏗॊ

Kyushu University 
Ԝय़�

BAI Yang 
ጮ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Doctoral Degree in  
Mechanical Engineering  
༁ૡᑕܗॊ

Kyushu University 
Ԝय़

DU Guodong
ແ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Doctoral Degree in Urban and 
Environmental Engineering  
उ૱ሾहૡᑕܗॊ

Shanghai Jiao Tong 
University 
ӤၹԻ᭗य़

MITA Narumi 
ᥠኦ�౮ᗦ

Japan 
෭

Bachelor of Finance  
ᰂᣟॊᶱፓ

Seoul National 
University  
Ḓਫ਼ᒈय़  

ZHANG Yanjie
ୟഠ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master of Science in Business 
Administration (Marketing) 
ૡࠟᓕቘቘᏗॊ�០ᲀ�

The Chinese University of 
Hong Kong 
ḕӾय़

ZHOU Lyuyi 
ޮᖖᄒ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master of Science in Finance 
ᰂᣟቘᏗॊ

The University of Tokyo 
ӳՂय़

LIU Zaiwei 
ࠔࣁື

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master of Economics  
ᕪၧᏗॊ

Tsinghua University 
Ⴔय़�

NAKAJIMA Yuki 
Ӿછ�ኧᩃ

Japan 
෭

Master of Arts in Global  
Business Journalism  
ቖᨰᕪෛᏗॊᶱፓق

Keio University – The 
Chinese University of 
Hong Kong  
ଣଫԎशय़�Ń��
ḕӾय़

HAYASHI Shunzo  
�ᧃ幮

Japan 
෭

Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
ᕪၧॊ

Keio University – 
Zhejiang University  
ଣଫԎशय़�Ń�ၭय़  

TANABE Sumire
ኦᲅ�ट

Japan 
෭

Bachelor of Laws 
ဩॊ

Kyushu University – 
Fudan University 
Ԝय़�Ń�॔෮य़

YOKOYAMA 
Shingo
ཞઊ�ైޙ

Japan 
෭

Doctoral Degree in  
Chinese Philosophy 
Ӿ߽ܗॊ

Kyoto University – 
Peking University
Ղ᮷य़�Ń�۹Ղय़

TSUNODA Nanami 
ኦ�Ӡၹ

Japan 
෭

Bachelor of Integrated  
Human Studies 
ᖓݳՈᔄॊ

The University of Tokyo – 
The University of  
Hong Kong 
ӳՂय़�Ń�ḕय़

KATSURAGI 
Shoutaro
उ�ྋॡᮤ

Japan 
෭

Bachelor of Laws 
ဩॊ

Waseda University – 
Peking University   
ᑡኦय़�Ń�۹Ղय़

MATSUMURA 
Nobuhiro
ຂ�ጸ

Japan 
෭

Bachelor of Arts in Social Sciences  
ᐒտᑀ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ�

Waseda University – 
Taiwan University 
ᑡኦय़�Ńݣ�კय़

YOSHIDA Ryo 
ٷ�ኦݴ

Japan 
෭

Bachelor of Arts in Political Science 
လ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ

Participating Universities ݇Өय़

AFLSP Japanese Exchange Scholars  ጯᨲ෭Իഘᘏ

97% 
WOULD RECOMMEND THE
AFLSP TO SOMEONE ELSE
տݻ๏ᣕ㡽ॹᰂᦇښ

97%

78%

say they would like to 
interact with other members 
of the Bai Xian community

మӨጯᨲᐒᗭጱ�
ٌ՜౮ާοߕ

maintain close relationships with BX 
Alumni of ethnicities that are di!erent 

from their own
�ጱጯᨲݶӨᛔ૩ᐿ෧ӧ

Ԋᠮჳܴڠ㈨

Updated as of July, 2018
ᩒාๅෛᛗ����ଙ�์
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Alumni Stories
ጯᨲඳԪ

Inspired by China’s robust economic development 
and the lively spirit of its citizens, Ami decided 
to pursue an undergraduate degree at Peking 
University instead of remaining in Canada, where 
she spent her adolescent years.  As a half-Chinese 
half-Japanese AFLSP Scholar, Ami became actively 
involved in organizing activities for Chinese and 
Japanese students during her time abroad.  Two 
years ago, she initiated “Project Abroad,” a platform 
that allows Chinese students to participate in in-
depth discussions with leading Japanese executives, 
entrepreneurs, politicians, scholars, and students 
regarding social problems and how to be involved 
in the solutions.  “The project was very successful 
and it was encouraging to see participants engage 
in open dialogues with one another to explore their 
future possibilities,” she says.  The program has 
just completed its fourth cycle, which saw over 100 
Peking University students visit Japan this year.

Ami credits her international outlook to the BXAI 
Summer Program.  “I find we all belong to multiple 
cultures and Bai Xian o"ers a valuable platform 
for cross-cultural learning,” she says.  “Being a 
part of the Bai Xian community truly opens up 
many opportunities.”  After attending the Summer 
Program in 2017, Ami was inspired to set up Là China, 
a Japanese media platform that provides information 
on China’s development from millennial perspectives.  

Following her graduation, Ami will head to Tokyo to 
start work in an investment bank.  She looks forward 
to acquiring basic business and finance knowledge 
there, which will establish a solid foundation for her 
long-term goal of creating a future where everyone 
has a sense of belonging.  “Joining the BX community 
brought an end to my struggle of finding my identity 
and I want more people to experience the beauty of 
diversity as I have.”

Monica almost relinquished her opportunity to study 
in China.  After being accepted to the Sciences 
Po-PKU Dual Master’s Degree program, her family 
initially urged her not to go to China for fear of the 
pollution and anti-Japanese sentiment.  Ultimately, 
her strong desire to travel and further her knowledge 
prevailed, and she was able to pursue her studies 
with her family’s blessing.

While in Beijing, a Peking University professor 
encouraged Monica not to settle for simply acquiring 
general knowledge about the world at large, but to 
take advantage of her time in China to truly explore 
and understand the country in depth.  “I tried to see 
the parts of China that don’t get daily coverage from 
international media outlets,” she says.  This mindset 
opened her eyes to di"erent aspects of China, from 
its advancements in renewable technology to areas 
where it has struggled to transition to clean energy.  
On a more personal level, Monica recalls her shock at 
coming face to face with the anti-Japanese sentiment 
her family warned her about when she encountered 
a restaurant sign that read, “Japanese and dogs not 
allowed.”  However, being immediately comforted by 
her Chinese friends, who reassured her that most do 
not think this way, completely changed her viewpoint 
on the situation.  “Their warmth and kindness almost 
made me cry,” she says.

Monica currently works at an energy think tank 
in Tokyo and is also assisting the chair of the 
G20 Meetings on Energy Transitions and Global 
Environment for Sustainable Growth, which are 
scheduled to be held in Japan in June 2019.  Armed 
with a new awareness of the challenges a country 
might face in clean energy transition, she believes 
she now has a better understanding of the concerns 
of delegates from countries still dependent on fossil 
fuels.  What’s more, she is pleased to report that her 
time in Beijing may have shifted her family’s views on 
China.  “I was surprised to hear my mother say, ‘You 
seemed so happy in China, it makes me want to visit 
Beijing some day too.’”

ԵᗦݗՈ࿆ۡᔜᐟጱἩᛩ҅䰘ݎᕪၧ୩Ӿکݑ
٬ਧᐶԧଶᬦᶆଙ๗ጱے೭य़҅ڹஃ۹Ղय़
ᑀ̶֢ԅӞӻӾ෭Ⴐᤅጱጯᨲᘏ҅ࣁኸ๗ᳵᑌຄ
ԅӾ෭ኞᕟᕢၚ̶ۖӷଙ҅ڹ᩸ݎԧ̿3URMHFW�
$EURDG̀ᶱፓ҅ᬯฎӞӻᦏӾኞ෭ᤈՈާ̵
ਧګኞ੪ᐒտᳯ᷌݊ই֜݇Өӱᘏ̵လਹ̵ᘏڠ
ᥴ٬ොໜᬰᤈႮଶԻၞጱଘ̶ݣ᧔ғ̿ᬯӻᶱፓᶋଉ౮
ᚆ҅ᦏݢറᔱ๚ጱݶوӨᘏጱනᦾ҅݇ک፡҅ۑ
౯ժஉݑἩᛩ̶̀ፓ҅ڹᬯӻᶱፓᒫࢥ๗ڟڟᕮ҅Քଙ
૪ᕪํ���ग़۹ݷय़ኞ᭗ᬦᧆᶱፓکᦢ෭̶

䰘ݗԵᗦጱᴬᥤᰀ୭ۑԭጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ̶̿౯
ԧӞӻ۸׀ሿ౯ժ᮷ᛔग़ᐿ۸҅ጯᨲԅ౯ժݎ
ԟጱਪᩃଘ̶̀ݣ᧔ғ̿౮ԅጯᨲᐒᗭጱӞާ፥ጱ
ԅ౯ժଃԧஉग̶़᭬̀݇ےԧ����ଙጱา๗ս۸᧞
ᑕ҅ݸ䰘ݗԵᗦݎސکݑଚ౮ᒈԧӞӻ෭ড়֛ଘݣ/£�
&KLQD҅զ܉ᐲӞդጱଶಸӾጱݎ̶

ླӱ҅ݸ䰘ݗԵᗦᦇڹښஃӳՂࣁӞਹಭᩒᱷᤈૡ̶֢
๕ᚆӾ឴चጱࠟӱᰂᣟᎣᦩ҅ԅਫሿጱᳩ๗
ፓຽńńڠ᭜ӞӻՈՈ᮷ᚆತک୭ંఽጱ๚ńńӥࣙ
ਫጱचᏐ̶̿فےጯᨲᐒᗭե౯ӧٚಎই֜ತᛔ౯
ղ̶౯๕ๅग़ጱՈԞᚆ؟౯Ӟఽکݑग़۸زԏᗦ̶̀

ឭজܜӞଶپԒනԧکӾԟጱտ̶ᤩ૬ἑလय़
݊۹Ղय़ጱᏗॊ֖୯҅ݸݐਹՈۏ᧔ӧᥝ݄Ӿ
ࢩ෭ఘᖃ̶๋ᕣ҅ݍԅஞํວᳯ᷌ࢩ҅
ਹՈጱᐞᐰӥ᭄ࣁ҅ଚݍᎣᦩጱ๕ᙯԧਹՈጱ
ᛔ૩ጱӱ̶

ჿ᪃ԭԧᥴᬯݝ۹Ղ๗ᳵ҅Ӟ֖۹य़ጱරദἩۜӧᥝࣁ
ӻӮኴጱӞԶचᏐᎣᦩ҅ᘒฎଫᧆൎࣁӾጱᳵ݄Ⴎ
ฎᮎԶڦ፡ԧ҅ᇙ݄ێਹ̶̿౯ۘᦊᦩᬯӻറᔱف
ᴬড়֛ဌํಸ᭲ᬦጱዀ̶̀ᬯᐿஞாֵᚆड़፡کӾ
ጱොොᶎᶎ҅ٚݢኞᚆრದጱᬰྍک၄ٳᚆრࣳጱ
ಎ҅᮷ํಅԧᥴ̶ࣁӻՈᕪܲොᶎ҅ឭজࢧܜ᩸ࣁ
ӾکݑইਹՈಅාጱݍ෭ఘᖃಅڋ٫�፡کӞӻᷧḅጱ
ᇈӤٟ፳̿෭Ոᇸᐬྊ̶ٖ֕̀فฎጱӾ๏
ᒈڰਞԧ҅ଚݻכᦤᬯᕷӧฎय़ग़හՈጱమဩ̶
ᬯӞڔᦏឭজܜਠقදݒԧᬯկԪఘጱ፡ဩ҅̿՜ժጱ
ᅾఘ࠺ᜉᦏ౯ఽۖکளᥝ៧ဴ̶̀

ፓ҅ڹឭজܜ੪ᘳԭӳՂጱӞӻᚆრฬପ҅ଚܨਖ਼ࣁ����
ଙ�์ԭ෭Ԉᤈጱԫ܈ᵞࢫҁ*��҂શտӾ҅ۗܐᚆ
რࣳ݊قቖሾहጱݢ೮ᖅݎտᦓጱय़տԆଅ̶ԭӞ
ӻਹݻࣁႴ၄ᚆრࣳᬦᑕӾݢᚆᶎԁጱ҅ሿࣁ
ํԧෛጱᦊᎣ҅Ԟᚆड़ๅঅቘᥴՖᆐׁᩢ۸Ꭺᆮාጱ
ਹጱդᤒժํߺԶ̶ڔىӧՐইྌ҅ᬮஉṛݎيሿᛔ
૩۹ࣁՂኸጱᕪܲݢᚆᦏਹՈදݒԧӾጱ፡ဩ̶̿
୮౯کލঌঌ᧔֦́ࣁӾ፡᩸உஞ҅౯Ԟమ݄۹Ղ
፡፡͂ጱ҅ײ౯፥ጱڊࡅ๕क̶़̀

Ami HIGUCHI

Monica NAGASHIMA

Ami HIGUCHI is an AFLSP Scholar from the 2016 
cohort and will soon graduate from Peking University, 
where she is completing her undergraduate studies 
in international relations.  Her AFLSP experience, 
coupled with her multicultural background, has 
made her an advocate of intercultural exchange and 
education.

Monica NAGASHIMA graduated with a dual master’s 
degree in international relations (from Peking University) 
and environment and energy policy (from Sciences Po).  
With a passion for decarbonizing energy systems, Monica 
believes her study abroad experience in Beijing allowed 
her to gain important new insights on how to approach 
energy transition within the current global landscape.

䰘ݗԵᗦฎ����ଙጱጯᨲᘏ҅ፓ۹ࣁڹՂय़ධ
ᴬىᔮॊ֖҅ܨਖ਼۹Ղय़ླӱ̶ࣁॹ
ᰂᦇښጱᕪܲےӤጱग़ز۸ᙧวᦏ౮ԅ
۸Իၞරᙙጱᘏ̶

ᳩછឭজླܜӱԭ۹Ղय़҅឴ᴬىᔮҁ۹Ղय़҂
ሾहӨᚆრᒽҁ૬ἑလय़҂Ꮧॊ̶֖֗ᚆ
რᔮᕹํ፳ၫܹي᪁҅۹ࣁՂጱኸᕪܲᦏ୮قڹቖ୵
۠ӥጱᚆრࣳᦓ᷌ํԧ᯿ᥝጱෛᥠᥴ̶

䰘ݗԵᗦ

ᳩછឭজܜ
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Bai Xian Alumni Initiative Award 
ጯᨲ�Alumni Initiative Award 
The Bai Xian Alumni Initiative Award (AIA) was launched in 2017 and invites Bai Xian Alumni to develop socially 
responsible action plans that address challenges faced by Asia’s communities, environments, and economies.  
Alumni are encouraged to work together in teams across borders and cultures to produce plans in line with 
themes determined by BXAI.

At the AIA 2018, held during the BXAI Summer Program in Beijing, two finalist teams presented their action plans 
before an esteemed panel of judges.  The winner, Fairshare was awarded a cash prize and seed funding to take 
its idea forward.

Fairshare’s mission is to support local Kashmiri artisans and enhance their financial wellness in a socially 
responsible manner.  By streamlining processes, introducing technology, and creating sustainable job and 
education opportunities for those involved in each stage of cashmere production, Fairshare aims to empower 
and uplift local Kashmiri communities and extend the global reach of premium cashmere products from Kashmir.

Project leader:
• Nimrat Saleem, BX Alumna, Indian, Master of Business Administration graduate  
 from Hitotsubashi University ICS

Project members:
• Adil Hamid Malla, Indian, Master of Computer Science and Engineering at Texas A&M University
• Danish Ahmed Mir, Indian, Master of Sustainability Science at United Nations University
• Naveen Tripathi, BX Alumnus, Indian, Master of Business Administration graduate from  
 Hitotsubashi University ICS

Project leader:
• XUE Weiqi, BX Alumnus, Chinese, PhD in Civil and Environmental Engineering graduate from the  
 Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Project members:
• ZENG Qian, BX Alumnus, Chinese, MPhil in Civil and Environmental Engineering graduate from the  
 Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
• HAO Tianwei, Chinese, Assistant Professor at University of Macau

ᶱፓᨮᨱՈғ 
• Nimrat Saleem ᛔܦଶጱጯᨲླ҅ӱԭӞय़
� ᴬմӱኼᎸᑪኞᴺଚݐૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖

ᶱፓ౮ާғ
• Adil Hamid Malla ᛔܦଶ҅ظ៣ේ١ૡय़ᦇ
� ᓒᑀӨૡᑕᏗॊ

• Danish Ahmed Mir ᛔܦଶ҅ᘶݳय़ݢ೮ᖅݎ
� ᑀᏗॊ

• Naveen Tripathi ᛔܦଶጱጯᨲ҅
� Ӟय़ᴬմӱኼᎸᑪኞᴺૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ

ᶱፓᨮᨱՈғ 
• 㫈㩇⥓�҅ ᛔӾጱጯᨲ҅ḕᑀದय़ࢿ๙Ө�
� ሾहૡᑕܗॊᎸᑪኞ

ᶱፓ౮ާғ
• ᰫ䅓�҅ ᛔӾጱጯᨲ҅ḕᑀದय़ࢿ๙Ө�
� ሾहૡᑕᏗॊ

• 䘊๖ь҅ᛔӾ҅ᄳᳪय़ۗቘරദ

ጯᨲ$OXPQL� ,QLWLDWLYH� $ZDUG� �$,$�ԭ����ଙᮀ҅ۖސ᧗ጯᨲզଫԵၖጱᐒ̵܄ሾहᕪၧᒵᶾऒਂࣁጱ
҅ਧګᐒտᨱձᤈۖᦇ̶ښᛔӧݶਹ۸ᙧวጱጯᨲਖ਼໑ഝጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺਧጱԆ᷌ᕟ౮ᴚշ҅ګ
ਧਠ౮ፘଫጱᤈۖොໜ̶

����ଙጱ$,$ࣁጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ๗ᳵԭ۹ՂԈ҅ېӷඪ๋ᕣࢱفጱᴚշࣁӫӱᦧਭᶎڹᴏᬿԧݱᛔጱොໜ๋҅ᕣ
឴ॹᴚշฎ)DLUVKDUH҅՜ժᩬԧሿᰂॹۜզ݊Ӟᒟᶱፓۖސचᰂ҅զଆۗ՜ժਖ਼ොໜ៧ਫ̶

)DLUVKDUHጱֵฎզᐒտᨮᨱጱොୗඪ೮ظՋᔂਫ਼୮ጱૡ҅۽ද࠺՜ժጱᨰۓᇫ̶٭᭗ᬦᓌ۸ၞᑕ̵ᬰದ
զ݊ԅ݇ӨᗤᕭኞԾݱӻᴤྦྷጱૡՈڠ᭜ݢ೮ᖅ੪ӱරᙙտ҅)DLUVKDUH๕ଃۖ܋୮ظՋᔂਫ਼ᐒ܄ጱሿ
ᇫ҅ಘय़ظՋᔂਫ਼ጱսᨶᗤᕭԾقࣁߝቖጱᥟፍ̶ࢱ

The AIA 2018 finalists were: 
$,$������๋ᕣࢱفጱࢫᴚڦړฎғ

FAIRSHARE

Through the use of innovative technologies, INNOWAT Limited enables municipal wastewater treatment plants 
to produce sulfated polysaccharides (a valuable and widely used industrial feedstock) during wastewater 
treatment as a way to generate profit and transform waste into resource.  The added revenue may also be 
directed to the upgrading and development of these treatment plants to improve water quality. 

᭗ᬦአڠෛದ҅,112:$7ֵउ૱॒ቘܯᚆड़ࣁ॒ቘᬦᑕӾԾኞᏜᯢग़ᔥҁӞᐿํհ꧊Ӭଠာֵ
አጱૡӱܻා҂҅ᘒਖ਼ଳᇔ۸ԅᩒრଚीڥےႎრ̶ኧྌीےጱතݢفአԭ॒ቘܯጱ܋ᕆݎ҅
ᬰӞྍද࠺ᨶ̶

INNOWAT

AIA 2019
BXAI looks forward to receiving new submissions and creative ideas for the upcoming AIA 2019, 
which will focus on the following themes:
ොໜ̶$,$Ԇ᷌ԅғڠ᭓Իጱጯᨲکਖ਼ԁԏᴬ҅ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺ๗இතܨ �AIA 2019ࣁ

(1) Community Integration  ᐒ܄ᣟݳ     

(2) Heritage Preservation  ᭳Ծכಷ

(3) Social Innovation  ᐒտڠෛ
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毆ޞ��ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ����
The 2019 Summer Program will be held in Japan from August 7 to 21 and will be run in partnership with 
Kyoto University. Around 90 AFLSP scholars will come together to explore the theme of “Harmonious 
Coexistence” as they examine regional issues, engage in cross-cultural dialogues, and build community.

The Summer Program will kick o" in Osaka, where scholars will participate in experts-led panel discussions 
and leadership training sessions, as well as take part in various team building challenges and an improvisation 
workshop, which will encourage them to exercise their teamwork skills, develop confidence, and form new 
friendships. Scholars will then immerse themselves in Japanese history and tradition through a visit to Gifu 
Prefecture, home to UNESCO World Heritage Site, Shirakawa-go village.

During the second week, students will spend time studying East Asia’s unique landscape through 
focused topic learning sessions and lectures delivered by influential guest speakers at Kyoto University. In 
addition, they will participate in a variety of fun, hands-on activities and workshops designed for personal 
development and enrichment. The third Bai Xian Alumni Initiative Award will also be held this week, with 
finalist teams pitching their ideas before a judging panel and an audience of scholars for a chance to win a 
cash prize and seed funding.

On the final day of the Summer Program, scholars will share their research and learnings through group 
presentations before joining the greater Bai Xian community for an evening of celebration at our closing 
ceremony and gala dinner.

����ଙጱา๗ս۸᧞ᑕਖ਼ӨՂ᮷य़҅ېݳଚԭ�์�෭ᛗ��෭ࣁ෭Ԉ̶ې҅ᕅ��֖ጯᨲᘏਖ਼
ἶᘸӞझ҅റᔱ܄ऒᳯ᷌҅۸ᦾ҅ᕟୌᐒᗭ҅ݶوറᦎՔଙጱԆ᷌ғ̶̿̀ਂو᧯

ེา๗᧞ᑕਖ਼ԭय़ᴝত҅ᘏժտ݇Өኧӫਹଃᶾጱੜᕟᦎᦞ̵ᶾێङᦒ᧞ᑕ̵ग़ጱࢫᴚୌᦡ
ݳஃᘶڹᘏժਖ਼҅ݸᵋ̶᧩ୌᒈמದᚆ҅ङِᛔ֢ݳᴚࢫጱݶᎸᦎၚۖ҅ᔁྌᲷᅫᘏӧيܨ
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

GOVERNORS’ REPORT 
 
 
 
The Governors present their report and the audited financial statements for the year ended 31 
December 2018. 
 

 
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITY 
 
The principal activity of the Company is implementing scholarship and education programs. 
 
 
LIABILITY OF MEMBERS 
 
The Company is incorporated under the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance as a company limited by 
guarantee and accordingly, has no issued share capital. The liability of each of the individual member 
is limited to HK$100. 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
The financial performance of the Company for the year ended 31 December 2018 and the financial 
position of the Company as at that date are set out in the financial statements on pages 6 to 25. 
 
 
CHARITABLE DONATIONS 
 
Total donations made by the Company for charitable purposes during the year amounted to 
US$775,608. 
 
 
GOVERNORS 
 
The Governors of the Company during the year and up to the date of this report are as follows: 
 
CHAO Wei Ting Ronna   
CHAO Kee Tung   
LEONG Chi Yan John  
MA Yung Kit  
MONG Tak Yeung David   
OGINO Masaaki  
WATARI Shinichiro  
FUNG Yeh Yi Hao Yvette  
SUNG Jean (appointed on 20 June 2018) 
ZHANG Junsheng (deceased on 19 February 2018) 
 
There being no provision in the Company’s Articles of Association to the contrary, all Governors 
continue in office for the forthcoming year. 
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

GOVERNORS’ REPORT 
 
 
 
MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS 
 
No contract concerning the management and administration of the whole or any substantial part of 
the business of the Company was entered into or existed during the year. 
 
 
PERMITTED INDEMNITY PROVISIONS 
 
At no time during the financial year and up to the date of this Report, there was or is, any permitted 
indemnity provision being in force for the benefit of any of the Governors of the Company (whether 
made by the Company or otherwise) or an associated company (if made by the Company). 
 
 
BUSINESS REVIEW 
 
The Company is exempted from preparing a business review for the financial year. 
 
 
AUDITOR 
 
A resolution will be proposed at the forthcoming annual general meeting of the Company to re-
appoint BDO Limited as auditor. 
 
 
 
 
 
On behalf of the Governors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAO Wei Ting Ronna 
 
 
Hong Kong,  
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 
TO THE MEMBERS OF BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
(incorporated in Hong Kong as a company limited by guarantee) 
 
 
Opinion 
 
We have audited the financial statements of Bai Xian Asia Institute Limited (the “Company”) set 
out on pages 6 to 25, which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2018, 
and the statement of income and expenditure and other comprehensive income, statement of 
changes in funds and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the financial 
statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies. 
 
In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of the 
Company as at 31 December 2018, and of its financial performance and cash flows for the year 
then ended in accordance with Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standards issued by the Hong Kong 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (“HKICPA”) and have been properly prepared in 
compliance with the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance. 
 
Basis for Opinion 
 
We conducted our audit in accordance with Hong Kong Standards on Auditing (“HKSAs”) issued 
by the HKICPA. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the “Auditor’s 
Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements” section of our report. We are 
independent of the Company in accordance with the HKICPA’s “Code of Ethics for Professional 
Accountants” (the “Code”), and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance 
with the Code. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate 
to provide a basis for our opinion. 
 
Other Information 
 
The Governors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the 
information included in the Governors’ Report. 
 
Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express 
any form of assurance conclusion thereon. 
 
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other 
information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with 
the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be 
materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material 
misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to 
report in this regard. 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 
TO THE MEMBERS OF BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
(incorporated in Hong Kong as a company limited by guarantee) 
 
 
Governors’ Responsibilities for the Financial Statements 
 
The Governors are responsible for the preparation of financial statements that give a true and fair 
view in accordance with Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standards issued by the HKICPA and the 
Hong Kong Companies Ordinance, and for such internal control as the Governors determine is 
necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, 
whether due to fraud or error. 
 
In preparing the financial statements, the Governors of the Company are responsible for assessing 
the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to 
going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the Governors either intend 
to liquidate the Company or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so. 
 
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements 
 
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole 
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report 
that includes our opinion.  This report is made solely to you, as a body, in accordance with Section 
405 of the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance, and for no other purpose. We do not assume 
responsibility towards or accept liability to any other person for the contents of this report. 
 
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in 
accordance with HKSAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements 
can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they 
could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of 
these financial statements. 
 
As part of an audit in accordance with HKSAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain 
professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also: 
 
x identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether 

due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and 
obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The 
risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one 
resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, 
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control. 

 
x obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 

procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing 
an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control. 

 
x evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 

accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the Governors. 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 
TO THE MEMBERS OF BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
(incorporated in Hong Kong as a company limited by guarantee) 
 
 
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements - Continued 
 
x conclude on the appropriateness of the Governors’ use of the going concern basis of 

accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists 
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company’s ability to 
continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required 
to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial statements 
or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on 
the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or 
conditions may cause the Company to cease to continue as a going concern. 

 
x evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including 

the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions 
and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation. 

 
We communicate with the Governors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing 
of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control 
that we identify during our audit.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BDO Limited 
Certified Public Accountants 
Tam Kwok Yiu 
Practising Certificate Number P02575 
 
 
Hong Kong,  
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 
AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME  

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018 
 
 
 
 

 
 Note  2018  2017 
   US$  US$ 
      
Income 5  1,780,792  2,123,155 
      
Other (losses) / gains 6  (439,666)  1,027,924 
      
Administrative expenses   (2,085,263)  (1,784,107) 
      
(Deficit)/surplus before income tax 7  (744,137)  1,366,972 
      
Income tax expense   -  - 
      
(Deficit)/surplus and total comprehensive income 

for the year 
  

(744,137) 
 

1,366,972 
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018 

 
 
 
 
 Note  2018  2017 
   US$  US$ 
      
Non-current assets      
Plant and equipment 11  6,918  20,767 
      
Total non-current assets   6,918  20,767 
            
Current assets      
Investments at fair value through profit or loss 12  9,822,866  10,459,645 
Other receivables and deposits 13  88,974  921,785 
Cash and bank balances   1,356,302  634,278 
      
Total current assets   11,268,142  12,015,708       
      
Current liabilities      
Other payables and accruals   (37,663)  (54,941) 
      
Total current liabilities   (37,663)  (54,941)       
      
Net current assets   11,230,479  11,960,767 
      
NET ASSETS   11,237,397  11,981,534 
      
Representing:      
Operating fund 14  403,204  534,954 
Scholarship fund 14  887,990  863,598 
Endowment fund 14  9,946,203  10,582,982 
      
TOTAL FUNDS   11,237,397  11,981,534 

 
 
 
 
On behalf of the Governors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
CHAO Wei Ting Ronna 
Governor 

 CHAO Kee Tung 
Governor 
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUNDS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018 

 
 
 
 
  

Operating 
fund 

 Scholarship 
fund 

 Endowment 
fund 

  
Total  

US$  US$  US$  US$  
(note 14)  (note 14)  (note 14)   

As at 1 January 2017 262,434 
  

501,123 
  

9,851,005 
  

10,614,562 
        
Transfer to scholarship fund -  250,000  (250,000)  - 
        
Surplus and total comprehensive 

income for the year 272,520 
  

112,475 
  

981,977 
  

1,366,972 
        
As at 31 December 2017 and  

1 January 2018 534,954 
  

863,598 
  

10,582,982 
  

11,981,534 
        
Transfer to scholarship fund -  -  -  - 
        
(Deficit)/Surplus and total 

comprehensive income for the 
year (131,750) 

  
 

24,392 

  
 

(636,779) 

  
 

(744,137) 
        
As at 31 December 2018 403,204  887,990  9,946,203  11,237,397 
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018 

 
 
 
 

  2018  2017 
  US$  US$      
Cash flows from operating activities     
     
(Deficit)/Surplus before income tax expense  (744,137)  1,366,972 
     
Adjustments for:     

Depreciation on plant and equipment  16,038  19,782 
Dividend income  (63,195)  (74,256) 
Interest income  (27,457)  (5,439) 
Service charge on investments at fair value through 

profit or loss 
  

45,322 
  

45,613 
Fair value loss/(gain) on investments at fair value through 

profit or loss 
  

531,556 
  

(948,007) 
     
Operating (deficit)/surplus before working capital changes  (241,873)  404,665 

Decrease/(Increase) in other receivables  832,811  (333,180) 
Decrease in other payables and accruals  (17,278)  (66,986) 

     
Net cash generated from operating activities  573,660  4,499 
     
Cash flows from investing activities     

Interest income  165  112 
Purchase of plant and equipment  (2,189)  (10,970) 
Increase in investments at fair value through profit or loss  (18)  - 
Proceeds from disposal of investments 

at fair value through profit or loss 
  

150,406 
  

373,337 
     
Net cash generated from investing activities  148,364  362,479 
     
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents  722,024  366,978 
     
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year  634,278  267,300 
     
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year     
    - representing cash and bank balances  1,356,302  634,278 
 
 
 

 
 

BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
31 DECEMBER 2018 
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1. GENERAL  
 

Bai Xian Asia Institute Limited is a company limited by guarantee incorporated in Hong 
Kong. Its registered office and principal place of business is located at 10/F Novel Industrial 
Building, 850-870 Lai Chi Kok Road, Cheung Sha Wan, Kowloon, Hong Kong.  
 
The principal activity of the Company is implementing scholarship and education programs. 
 
Each member of the Company undertakes to contribute an amount not exceeding HK$100 
to the assets of the Company in the event of its being wound up.  The Company had 5 
members as at 31 December 2018. 
 

 
2. ADOPTION OF HONG KONG FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARDS 
 (“HKFRSs”) 

 
(a) Adoption of new/revised HKFRSs - Effective 1 January 2018 
�

During the year, the Company has adopted the following new standards which are 
relevant to the Company’s operations and are effective for accounting periods 
beginning on 1 January 2018: 
 
HKFRS 9 Financial Instruments 
HK(IFRIC)–Int 22 Foreign Currency Transactions and Advance 

Consideration 
 

Except for HKFRS 9, the adoption of other new standards do not have a material 
impact to the Company’s financial statements. 
 
HKFRS 9 - Financial Instruments 
 
HKFRS 9 replaces HKAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement 
for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018. From 1 January 2018, the 
Company has adopted HKFRS 9 retrospectively without restating comparative 
information. The financial assets that were classified as loan and receivables before 
1 January 2018 were reclassified as financial assets at amortised cost.  
 
The following table summarises the original measurement categories under HKAS 39 
and the new measurement categories under HKFRS 9 for each class of the Company’s 
financial assets as at 1 January 2018: 
 

 
  



BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
31 DECEMBER 2018 
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2. ADOPTION OF HONG KONG FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARDS 
 (“HKFRSs”) - Continued 

 
(a) Adoption of new / revised HKFRSs – effective 1 January 2018  

- Continued 
 

HKFRS 9 - Financial Instruments 
 
Financial 
assets 

Original 
classification 
under HKAS 
39 

New 
classification 
under 
HKFRS 9 

Carrying 
amount as at 1 
January 2018 
under HKAS 39 

Carrying amount 
as at 1 January 
2018 under 
HKFRS 9 

Investments 
at fair value 
through 
profit or loss 

Fair value 
through 
profit or 
loss  

Fair value 
through 
profit or 
loss  

US$ 10,459,645 US$ 10,459,645 

Other 
receivables 

Loans and 
receivables  

Amortised 
cost US$ 921,785 US$ 921,785 

Cash and 
cash 
equivalents 

Loans and 
receivables 

Amortised 
cost US$ 634,278 US$ 634,278 

 
The adoption of HKFRS 9 does not have a material impact to the Company, 
except for the methodology of impairment of financial assets. 

 
(b) New/revised HKFRSs that have been issued but are not yet effective  
 

HKFRS 16 Lease, potentially relevant to the Company’s financial statements, has 
been issued but is not yet effective. The Company intends to adopt it on 1 January 2019 
when it becomes effective.  

 
The Company is in the process of making an assessment of the potential impact of 
HKFRS 16 Lease and the directors have yet to conclude whether adopting it will have 
any material impact on the Company’s financial statements. 

  

BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
31 DECEMBER 2018 
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3. BASIS OF PREPARATION  
 

(a) Statement of compliance 
 
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with all applicable Hong 
Kong Financial Reporting Standards, Hong Kong Accounting Standards and 
Interpretations (hereinafter collectively referred to as the “HKFRSs”) and the 
provisions of the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance which concern the preparation 
of financial statements. 

 
(b) Basis of measurement 

 
The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost basis except for 
investments at fair value through profit or loss. 
 

(c) Functional and presentation currency 
 
The financial statements are presented in United States dollars (“US$”), which is the 
functional currency of the Company. 

 
 
4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES  

 
(a) Plant and equipment 

 
Plant and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and 
accumulated impairment losses. 
 
The cost of plant and equipment includes its purchase price and the costs directly 
attributable to the acquisition of the items. 
 
Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognised as a 
separate asset, as appropriate, only when it is probable that future economic benefits 
associated with the item will flow to the Company and the cost of the item can be 
measured reliably. The carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised.  All 
other repairs and maintenance are recognised as an expense in the statement of 
income and expenditure during the financial year in which they are incurred. 
 
Plant and equipment are depreciated so as to write off their cost or valuation net of 
expected residual value over their estimated useful lives on a straight-line basis. The 
useful lives, residual value and depreciation method are reviewed, and adjusted if 
appropriate, at the end of each reporting year.  The principal annual depreciation 
rate is 331/3%. 
 
An asset is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if its carrying 
amount is higher than the asset’s estimated recoverable amount. 
 
The gain or loss on disposal of an item of property, plant and equipment is the 
difference between the net sale proceeds and its carrying amount, and is recognised 
in statement of income and expenditure on disposal. 



BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
31 DECEMBER 2018 
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4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING 

 
(b) Impairment of plant and equipment 

 
At the end of each reporting period, the Company reviews the carrying amounts of 
plant and equipment to determine whether there is any indication that those assets 
have suffered an impairment loss or an impairment loss previously recognised no 
longer exists or may have decreased. 
 
If the recoverable amount (i.e. the greater of the fair value less costs to sell and value 
in use) of an asset is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the carrying 
amount of the asset is reduced to its recoverable amount. An impairment loss is 
recognised as an expense immediately. 
 
Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset 
is increased to the revised estimate of its recoverable amount, to the extent that the 
increased carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that would have 
been determined had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset in prior years.  
A reversal of an impairment loss is recognised as income immediately. 

 
(c) (A) Financial instruments (accounting policies applied from 1 January 2018) 
 

(i) Financial assets at amortised cost 
�
Assets that are held for collection of contractual cash flows where those 
cash flows represent solely payments of principal and interest are measured 
at amortised cost. Financial assets at amortised cost are recognised initially 
at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost using the 
effective interest method. Interest income, foreign exchange gains and 
losses, impairment, and gain or loss on derecognition are recognised in the 
statement of income and expenditure. 
 

(ii) Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 
 

Excepted credit losses on financial assets at amortised cost are assessed on 
a forward-looking basis depending on whether there has been a significant 
increase in credit risk. Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 
include financial assets held for trading, financial assets designated upon 
initial recognition at fair value through profit or loss, or financial assets 
mandatorily required to be measured at fair value. Change in fair value, 
dividend and interest income are recognised in the statement of income and 
expenditure. 

 
(iii) Financial liabilities 

 
Financial liabilities at amortised cost, including other payables, are 
recognised initially at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised 
cost using the effective interest method. 
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
31 DECEMBER 2018 
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4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - Continued 

 
(c) (B) Financial instruments (accounting policies applied until 31 December 2017) 

 
(i) Financial assets 

�
Loans and receivables 
 
These assets are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable 
payments that are not quoted in an active market.  They are initially 
measured at fair value plus transaction costs that are directly attributable to 
the acquisition of the financial assets. Subsequent to initial recognition, they 
are carried at amortised cost using the effective interest method, less any 
identified impairment losses. 
 
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 
 
Financial assets are designated upon initial recognition as at fair value 
through profit or loss if the following criteria are met: (i) the designation 
eliminates or significantly reduces the inconsistent treatment that would 
otherwise arise from measuring the assets or recognising gains or loss on 
them on a different basis; (ii) the assets are part of a group of financial assets 
which is managed and its performance evaluated on a fair value basis 
according to a documented management strategy; or (iii) the financial asset 
contains an embedded derivative that would need to be separately recorded. 
 
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are initially recognised 
at fair value plus transaction costs.  Subsequent to initial recognition, 
financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are measured at fair value, 
with changes in fair value recognised in the statement of income and 
expenditure in the year in which they arise. 
 
Gains or losses on these financial assets are recognised in the statement of 
income and expenditure. 

 
(ii) Impairment loss on financial assets 

 
An impairment loss is recognised in the statement of income and 
expenditure when there is objective evidence that a financial asset is 
impaired, and is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying 
amount and the present value of the estimated future cash flows discounted 
at the original effective interest rate. The carrying amount of a financial 
asset is reduced through the use of an allowance account. When any part of 
a financial asset is determined as uncollectible, it is written off against the 
allowance account for the relevant financial asset. 
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
31 DECEMBER 2018 
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4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES – Continued 

 
(c) (B) Financial instruments (accounting policies applied until 31 December 2017) 

 
(iii) Impairment loss on financial assets 

 
Impairment losses are reversed in subsequent years when an increase in the 
asset’s recoverable amount can be related objectively to an event occurring 
after the impairment was recognised, subject to a restriction that the 
carrying amount of the asset at the date the impairment is reversed does not 
exceed what the amortised cost would have been had the impairment not 
been recognised. 

 
(iv) Financial liabilities 

 
The Company has one category of financial liabilities being financial 
liabilities at amortised cost.  They are initially measured at fair value, net 
of directly attributable costs incurred, and subsequently measured at 
amortised cost, using the effective interest method.  The related interest 
expense is recognised in the statement of income and expenditure. 
 
Gains or losses are recognised in the statement of income and expenditure 
when the liabilities are derecognised as well as through the amortisation 
process. 

 
(d) Cash and cash equivalents 

 
For the purpose of the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents comprise 
cash on hand and demand deposits, and short-term highly liquid investments that are 
readily convertible into known amounts of cash, subject to an insignificant risk of 
changes in value, and have a short maturity of generally within three months when 
acquired, less bank overdrafts (if any) which are repayable on demand. 

 
(e) Recognition of income 

 
Donations are recognised as income when the right to receive payment is 
established. 
 
Interest income is accrued on a time basis on the principal outstanding at the 
applicable interest rate. 
 
Dividend income is recognised when the right to receive the dividend is established. 
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
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4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES – Continued 

 
(f) Foreign currency  

 
Transactions entered into by the Company in currencies other than the currency of the 
primary economic environment in which it operates (the “functional currency”) are 
recorded at the rates ruling when the transactions occur.  Foreign currency monetary 
assets and liabilities are translated at the rates ruling at the end of the reporting period. 
Non-monetary items carried at fair value that are denominated in foreign currencies 
are retranslated at the rates prevailing on the date when the fair value was determined. 
Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency 
are not retranslated. 

 
Exchange differences arising on the settlement of monetary items, and on the 
translation of monetary items, are recognised in the statement of income and 
expenditure in the year in which they arise. Exchange differences arising on the 
retranslation of non-monetary items carried at fair value are included in the statement 
of income and expenditure for the year except for differences arising on the 
retranslation of non-monetary items in respect of which gains and losses are 
recognised in other comprehensive income, in which case, the exchange differences 
are also recognised in other comprehensive income. 

 
(g) Employee benefits 

 
(i) Short term employee benefits 

 
Short term employee benefits are employee benefits (other than termination 
benefits) that are expected to be settled wholly before twelve months after the 
end of the reporting period in which the employees render the related service.  
Short term employee benefits are recognised in the reporting period when the 
employees render the related service. 
 

(ii) Defined contribution retirement plan 
 

Contributions to defined contribution retirement plans are recognised as an 
expense in the statement of income and expenditure when the services are 
rendered by the employees. 
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4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES – Continued 
 

(h) Provisions and contingent liabilities 
 
Provisions are recognised for liabilities of uncertain timing or amount when the 
Company has a legal or constructive obligation arising as a result of a past event, 
which will probably result in an outflow of economic benefits that can be 
reasonably estimated.   
 
Where it is not probable that an outflow of economic benefits will be required, or 
the amount cannot be estimated reliably, the obligation is disclosed as a contingent 
liability, unless the probability of outflow of economic benefits is remote.  Possible 
obligations, the existence of which will only be confirmed by the occurrence or non-
occurrence of one or more future events, are also disclosed as contingent liabilities 
unless the probability of outflow of economic benefits is remote. 

 
(i) Related parties 

 
(a) A person or a close member of that person’s family is related to the Company if 

that person: 
 

(i) has control or joint control over the Company; 
(ii) has significant influence over the Company; or 
(iii) is a member of key management personnel of the Company’s parent. 

 
(b) An entity is related to the Company if any of the following conditions apply: 

 
(i) The entity and the Company are members of the same group. 
(ii) One entity is an associate or joint venture of the other entity (or an associate 

or joint venture of a member of a group of which the other entity is a 
member). 

(iii) Both entities are joint ventures of the same third party. 
(iv) One entity is a joint venture of a third entity and the other entity is an 

associate of the third entity. 
(v) The entity is a post-employment benefit plan for the benefit of the 

employees of the Company or an entity related to the Company. 
(vi) The entity is controlled or jointly controlled by a person identified in (a). 
(vii) A person identified in (a)(i) has significant influence over the entity or is a 

member of key management personnel of the entity (or of a parent of the 
entity). 

(viii) The entity, or any member of a group of which it is a part, provides key 
management personnel services to the Company or to the parent of the 
Company. 

 
Close members of the family of a person are those family members who may be 
expected to influence, or be influenced by, that person in their dealings with the 
entity and include: 

 
(i) that person’s children and spouse or domestic partner; 
(ii) children of that person’s spouse or domestic partner; and 
(iii) dependents of that person or that person’s spouse or domestic partner. 
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4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - Continued 

 
(i) Related parties – Continued 

 
(c) An entity is related to the Company if any of the following conditions apply: 

 
(ix) The entity and the Company are members of the same group. 
(x) One entity is an associate or joint venture of the other entity (or an associate 

or joint venture of a member of a group of which the other entity is a 
member). 

(xi) Both entities are joint ventures of the same third party. 
(xii) One entity is a joint venture of a third entity and the other entity is an 

associate of the third entity. 
(xiii) The entity is a post-employment benefit plan for the benefit of the 

employees of the Company or an entity related to the Company. 
(xiv) The entity is controlled or jointly controlled by a person identified in (a). 
(xv) A person identified in (a)(i) has significant influence over the entity or is a 

member of key management personnel of the entity (or of a parent of the 
entity). 

(xvi) The entity, or any member of a group of which it is a part, provides key 
management personnel services to the Company or to the parent of the 
Company. 

 
Close members of the family of a person are those family members who may be 
expected to influence, or be influenced by, that person in their dealings with the 
entity and include: 

 
(iv) that person’s children and spouse or domestic partner; 
(v) children of that person’s spouse or domestic partner; and 
(vi) dependents of that person or that person’s spouse or domestic partner. 
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5. INCOME 
 

Income represents donations received during the year. 
 
 
6. OTHER (LOSSES)/GAINS 
  2018  2017 
  US$  US$ 
     
 Fair value (loss)/gain on investments (531,556)  948,007 
 Interest income 27,457  5,439 
 Dividend income 63,195  74,256 
 Sundry income 1,238  222 
     
  (439,666)  1,027,924 
 
7. (DEFICIT)/SURPLUS BEFORE INCOME TAX 
 

(Deficit)/Surplus before income tax is arrived at after charging/(crediting): 
 

  2018  2017 
  US$  US$ 
     
 Auditor’s remuneration 9,114  7,949 
 Depreciation of plant and equipment 16,038  19,782 
 Scholarship payments 775,608  625,025 
 Exchange (gain)/loss (6,868)  5,759 
 Employee costs (note 8) 423,076  443,741 
 
 
8. EMPLOYEE COSTS 

 
Employee costs (including Governors’ emoluments) comprise: 
 

  2018  2017 
  US$  US$ 
     
 Salaries and bonuses 406,848  428,731 
 Contribution to defined contribution retirement plans 15,240  13,809 
 Other short-term employee benefits  988  1,201 
     
  423,076  443,741 
 
 
9. GOVERNORS’ EMOLUMENTS 

 
No emolument was paid or payable to the Governors during the year (2017: Nil). 
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10. INCOME TAX EXPENSE 
 

The Company is exempt from Hong Kong Profits Tax under Section 88 of the Hong Kong 
Inland Revenue Ordinance as a charitable entity. 

 
11. PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 

 
Furniture 

and fixtures  

Computer 
hardware 

and software  Total 
 US$  US$  US$ 

Cost      
At 1 January 2017  34,458  23,347  57,805 
Additions 7,348  3,622  10,970 
      
At 31 December 2017 and 1 January 2018 41,806  26,969  68,775 
Additions 785  1,404  2,189 
      
At 31 December 2018 42,591  28,373  70,964 
      
Accumulated depreciation      
At 1 January 2017  15,401  12,825  28,226 
Charge for the year 12,439  7,343  19,782 
      
At 31 December 2017 and 1 January 2018 27,840  20,168  48,008 
Charge for the year 10,650  5,388  16,038 
      
At 31 December 2018 38,490  25,556  64,046 
      
Net book value      
At 31 December 2018 4,101  2,817  6,918 
      
At 31 December 2017 13,966  6,801  20,767 

 
12. INVESTMENTS AT FAIR VALUE THROUGH PROFIT OR LOSS 
 
  2018  2017 
  US$  US$ 
     
 At 1 January  10,459,645  9,851,005 
 Dividend income 63,195  74,256 
 Interest income 27,293  5,327 
 Service charge  (45,322)  (45,613) 
 Deposits 18  - 
 Disposal (150,407)  (373,337) 
 Fair value (loss)/gain  (531,556)  948,007 
     
 At 31 December 9,822,866  10,459,645 
 

The Company invests in an investment fund holding fixed deposits, equity and fixed income 
investments, and mutual funds. The investment fund was designated upon recognition as 
financial assets at fair value through profit or loss. 
 
As at 31 December 2018, the investment fund was related to specific appropriation from 
endowment fund and cannot be used for regular operating purpose.  
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13. OTHER RECEIVABLES AND DEPOSITS 
  2018  2017 
  US$  US$ 
 Amount due from Bai Xian Education 

Foundation Limited 
 

88,955 
  

921,766 
 Deposits 19  19 
     
  88,974  921,785 

 
The amount due from Bai Xian Education Foundation Limited is unsecured, interest-free 
and repayable on demand. 

 
 

14. FUNDS 
 

Funds of the Company are broadly grouped under three categories as follows:  
 
(i) Operating fund 
 

Operating fund represents income and expenditure applicable to the Company’s 
regular operations.   
 

(ii) Scholarship fund 
 
Scholarship fund represents donations restricted for supporting the Company’s 
scholarships. 
 

(iii) Endowment fund 
 
Endowment fund represents donations which are being held intact to build up a 
steady stream of income to support, and restricted for, the scholarship programs of 
the Company. 
 

 
15. COMMITMENTS 

 
(a) The Company entered into agreements with several universities to provide 

scholarships.  The Governors considered the following commitments in respect of 
scholarships that will be granted to existing approved scholars till the completion of 
their studies. 

 
  2018  2017 
  US$  US$ 
 Contracted but not provided for in these 

financial statements 
 

882,505 
  

876,659 
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15. COMMITMENTS - Continued 
 

(b) On 1 January 2016, the Company entered into a funding agreement with a related 
company, Bai Xian Education Foundation Limited, for receiving funds of 
US$900,000 per annum to support the operations of the Company until 31 
December 2017. 

 
On 1 January 2018, a new funding agreement with Bai Xian Education Foundation 
Limited was signed for operations funding of US$750,000 per annum until 31 
December 2020. 
 

 The Governors considered the funds to be received under the non-cancellable 
funding agreement are as follows: 

 
  2018  2017 
  US$  US$ 
     
 Not later than one year 750,000  750,000 
 Later than one year but not later than five years  750,000  1,500,000 
     
  1,500,000  2,250,000 
 
 
16. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS 

 
(a) During the year, the Company received US$1,763,672 (2017: US$2,122,255) 

donations were received from a related company, Bai Xian Education Foundation 
Limited. 
 
Details of amount due from Bai Xian Education Foundation Limited as at 31 
December 2018 are disclosed in note 13. 

 
(b) The Governors did not receive any remuneration for the year.  The remuneration of 

other members of key management during the year were as follows: 
 

  2018  2017 
  US$  US$ 
     
 Salaries 61,917  120,319 
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17. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT   
 

The main risks arising from the Company’s financial instruments are market risks (including 
foreign exchange risk and investment price risk), liquidity risk and credit risk. The policies 
for managing these risks are summarised below: 
 
(a) Market risks 

 
(i) Foreign exchange risk 

 
The currency giving rises to foreign currency risk is primarily Hong Kong 
dollar.  The following table details the Company’s exposure at the end of the 
reporting year to currency risk arising from assets or liabilities denominated in 
a currency other than its functional currency. 

 
  Assets  Liabilities 
  2018  2017  2018  2017 
  US$  US$  US$  US$ 
         
 Hong Kong dollar 36,685  990,177  (37,663)  (54,941) 

 
Hong Kong dollar is pegged to US dollar and would not give rise to significant 
foreign exchange risk.  Accordingly, no sensitivity analysis has been prepared. 

 
(ii) Investment price risk 

�
The Company’s investments at fair value through profit or loss are exposed 
to price risk. The investment policy is to have a diversified investment 
portfolio with an investment price risk exposure at an acceptable level in the 
Company’s circumstances. 
 
Sensitivity analysis 
�
A sensitivity analysis on investment price risk has been performed on the 
Company’s investments whose fair value or future cash flows will fluctuate 
because of changes in their corresponding or underlying assets’ prices.  If the 
prices of the investments had been 5% higher, the deficit for the year would 
decrease by US$491,143. 5% lower prices would increase the deficit for the 
year by the same amount. 
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17. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT - Continued 

 
(b) Liquidity risk 
 

The Company’s policy is to regularly monitor its liquidity requirements to ensure 
that it maintains sufficient reserves of cash to meet its liquidity requirements in the 
short and long term. 

 
Analysed below is the Company’s contractual maturities of all financial liabilities 
at the year end. When the creditor has a choice of when the liability is settled, the 
liability is classified on the basis of the earliest date on which the Company can be 
required to pay. 

 
  On demand or 

within 1 year 
  US$ 
 2018  
 Other payables  386 
   
 2017  
 Other payables 11,867 
 

(c) Credit risk 
  

The major exposure to credit risk arising from bank balances and other receivables, 
with the maximum exposure equal to the carrying amount of these financial assets on 
the statement of financial position. 

 
The Governors considered credit risk arising from bank balances is minimal since they 
are placed with financial institutions of high credit rating and credit risk on other 
receivables that were due from a related party. 
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18. SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL ASSETS AND FINANCIAL LIABILITIES BY 
 CATEGORY 
  

The Governors considered that the carrying amounts of the financial assets and financial 
liabilities of the Company approximated their fair values at the end of the year. 
 
The following table shows the carrying amount and fair values of financial assets and liabilities 
as defined in note 4(c). 
 

 2018  2017 
 US$  US$ 

    
Financial assets    
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss    

- Investments  9,822,866  10,459,645 
    
Finance assets at amortised cost (Loans and receivables 

for 2017) 
 
 

 

- Other receivables and deposits 88,974  921,785 
- Cash and bank balances 1,356,302  634,278 

    
Financial liabilities    
Financial liabilities at amortised cost    

- Other payables 386  11,867 
 
As at 31 December 2018, the Company’s investments (note 12) measured at fair value were 
determined with reference to inputs that were not based on observable market data 
(unobservable inputs) (i.e. Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy as defined by HKFRS 13).  
There were no transfers to and from Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy during the year. 

 
 

19. APPROVAL OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS  
 

 The financial statements were approved and authorised for issue by the Governors on  

CONTACT US  㖁㈨Й

Bai Xian Asia Institute  
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info@bxai.org
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